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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

This paper, as its title implies, concerns itself 

with only certain aspects of Conrad Ferdinand Meyer 1 s 

descriptive technique, principally with the descriptive 

methods the Swiss writer employs in his cha r adter sketches, 

and, to a lesser degree, with the description of setting 

or background. This restriction is necessary, I believe, 

in order to permit a thorough treatment of some· one facet 

of his art in a paper of this length. The works by Meyer 

which are r eferred to in the following pages are four: 

a novel, Jttrg Jenatsch (18?6); and three ~ovelleN, Der 

Heilige (1880), ]ll. Hochzeit des M6nchs (1884), and 

flau.fil!! im Nonnenklo,W! (1882)0 

In these four works description of fictional 

. personalities and the settings in which the author places 

them is very important, much more so, in fact, than in 

the works of most writers. There are sever~l reasons for 

this, two of which are suggested in the title of this 

paper, that is, the "'grand style" and external characteri

zation. The very useful term, "grand style," I borrow 

from Arthur Burkhard1 s critical work , Conrad Ferdinand 

Meyer: The Style and the :Mano Burkhard believes that Meyer 

was striving consciously for a striking, unusual effect in 

his desc r iptive technique, an effect which the Swiss poet 

felt he could best attain through imitation of Renaissance 
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plastic art. Such an imitation requires the arti t to 

emphasize the magnificent, the rich and the universal, requires 

that he strive to portray the essential, not the incidental, 

and requires, finally, that he deal with the great and 

ignore the trivial. Meyer attempts to accomplish this in 

his work, and the style he employs to do so Mr . Burkhard 

designates, fittingly I believe, the "grand style." As we 

will see in the following pages, Meyer had an artistic ideal, 

and a part of that ideal was to describe his characters 

and settings in the grand 111ilnner. Because the effort to 

do so was a conscious one we find in his works descriptions 

which, in their striking beauty and _quality of richness, 

are something more than conventional pictorial representations 

of reality. Rather, they are impressive examples of Meyer's 

highest artistic achievement, the synthesis of noble , 

heroic subject matter with a stately prose style. Thus, 

the striving for a grand style is one reason for the great 

importance of the descriptive technique in Meyer's prose 

work. The second reason, mentioned previously, is what I 

call "exterior characterization." I mean by this simplified 

term revelation of anaracter, emotion and state of mind 

through description of the external, physical appearance 

of the f ictional figure concerned. Meyer, for reasons 

which will be discussed later, prefers s to explain his 

characters in this way rather than by divulging their 

thoughts to the reader directly. Obviously this principle 

pl ces a great burden on descriptive methods as well as 



the artist, and it is the second r ea s on f or the importance 

of Meyer's desc r iptive technique. 

The organization of this paper into three chapters 

and several subtopics is, for reasons of criticism, more 

desirable than discussion of the four works separately. 

Thus, some very important descriptions may be re f erred to 

as many as three or f our times in order to discuss diff erent 

aspects of Meyer' s desc r i ptive technique. Also this form 

of organization facilitates my task, which is to show how 

Meyer's timid personality, sheltered life and exposure to 

great plastic art inf luenced his descriptive technique, 

and to show that he was consciously striving to attain an 

artistic ideal, an ideal which is suggested in the term 

"grand style," and that occasionally there is artificiality, 

pose and mannerism in his descr iptions, defects which result 

from Meyer's overstrained eff orts to master the grand style. 

Three works have been especially valuable to me in t he 

writing of this paper, Burkhard 1 s Conrad Ferdinand Meyer: 

Ihe Style l!Il~ the~, which I mentioned previously, Franz, 
J.,J 

Ferdinand Baumgarten 1 s l2il !Srk Conrad Ferdinand Jeyers, 

and the biographical work, Conrad Ferdinand Meyer und sein 

w,erk, by Harry Mayne. 

3 
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The Gra nd Style 

Meyer moved greatness in all things, both because his 

aristocratic temperament was repelled by crudity and the 

trivial, and because the present was too brutal, too near 
1 

him. However , Meyer 's reserve is not altogether to be 

expl ained by his aristocratic background. From his father 

he inherited apparently not only a nervous temperament but 

also a very marked tendency to timidity and even a fondness 

for utter seclusion. In fact the only friend of his early 

· youth was his sister, Betsy, who remained his closes t 

friend and adviser until he ·married. 
2 

Meyer 's knowledge of art was acquired principally on 

extended tours with his sister. In 1857 the two travelled 

to MUnchen , the art capi tal of Germany, and in 1858 they 

travelled for the first time to Rome where they stayed two 

months. Here , as in MUnchen , Meyer absorbed the art of 

the Renaissance which e was only now discovering. In 

1871 the pair journeyed again to Italy and Meyer, who now 

was struggling to write and thus was more conscious of 

his need for an artistic model and ideal, found both in 

Renaissance art. In the works of the Renaissance painters, 

Meyer told his biographer and friend , Adolf Frey, he saw 

the very embodiment of his art ideal.
3 
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The Renaissance artist by whom Meyer was most influenced 

was Michelangelo . To be sure, Meyer loved other artists, 

Titian, Veronese and Raphael to name a few , and in their 

works he found the h~roic atmosphere, sublime gestures and 

form for which he _ longed in his own art. Before Michelangelots 



statues he f ound still more, however; he f ound the surface 

expression of emotion and charac t er and the sculptural 

form which concentrates on the essential and characteristic 
1 

rather than on the incidental . In Michelangelots work he 

found , his sister reports, a model for his own a r t which 
2 

he called "gewal tige Verk6rperung grosser Gedanken. 11' 

Whatever his artistic model was, it is true that in Meyerts 

works can be found the serenity, formal restraint and cold 

objectivity of Michelangelo's statues; one critic, in 

fact, finds that "Meyer's men and women seem marble 
3 

forms cut by a sculptor •• oo" 

Meyer«s style has even been called "Homeric" because 

he "reaches his goal not by enumeration of features, but by 

occasional mention of a single characteristic,"' and because 

external description is significant in understanding the 
4 psychological pr ocesses of a character. 

Meyer 1s sculptural treatment of his figures will be 

discussed in detail below; the urpose of these introductory 

remarks is simply to show that Meyer's aristocratic temperament 
5 

was a very important influence on his "grand style.• His 

timid, introverted personality longed for greatness, and 

this yearning expressed itself in his art . 

The phrase 0 grand style" refers in this p.iper not 

only to Meyer's prose style, but also to the descriptive 

use of 1 i gh t , color, a c oust i ca 1 eff ects , and t o the 

pictorial or even sculptural technique used in several 

descriptions. Each of these topics will be treated below o . I 



One of the first things even a casual reader of Meyer 

notices, espe ci ally in Jttrg Jenatsch, is his tendency to 

fill his desc r i ptions with rich materials, beautifu l 

architecture and elegant, cultivated characters. Meyer 

a pparently never concerns himself with the ordinary and 

trivial if he can avoid doing so. Thus, when Jttrg 1 s 

friend, Fausch, watches the arrival of Duke Rohan 1 s 

' cortege from his taproom in Venice, he can hardly avoid 

bein~ impressed by the splendor of the party: 

6 

Aus den herrschaftlichen Gondeln ••• war schon 
manche zarte Dame gestiegen; manche zierliche 
Ge stalt, umhllllt von den weichen Falten du~ler 
Seide und das Antlitz durch die sammetne 
Halbmaske vor der Knlte geschUtzt ••• , (Jenatsch, 

1 
Po78). 

We find silk and velvet, aristocratic fa brics, in another 

scene involving Duke Rohan. When Waser and Jenatsch have 

a short audience with t he "good duke" in a cool and spacious 

garden, they see the shimmering of "Seidengewltnder 11 through 

the trees and speak to the duke 1 s wif e, "eine schlanke 

blasse Dame," who is leaning on "samrnetnen PolsternL111 ( 1.Tt:.:s:;c··~ , f' o 

(Jenatsch, p. 50). The duke, one of the most sympathetic 

and elegant of all of Meyer's figures, is almost always 

seen in "dunkle Stoffe" (p. 90) which is in keeping with 

his good tas te and Calvinist simpl icity. In another 

scene, when Waser meets Grimanic, hoping to obtain Jttrgts 

freedom, Meyer again provides for his figures a rich, 

luxurious background: unas einzige, hohe Fenster war von 

reichen, bis auf den Fussboden herabfliessenden Falten 



grttner Seide halb verhflllt ••• " (p. 120). 

Meyer 1 s descriptive use of rich f abrics is a very 

characteris tic but minor element of the grand style. It 

is characteris t ic because it shows his striving for a 

striking, unusual descriptive effect. He strives f or 

such an effec t in several ways, one of which is his 

prose style. Although few critics mention Meyer's prose 

style except in passing, it is obvious that he consciously 

was writing in an elevated, pure style throughout his 

works, and in a rhythmic, even alliterative style in 

certain passages of his prose. 

This careful working of prose is not surprising, f or 

to say merely that the Swiss poet was a careful writer would 

be an understatement. The fact is t hat he was a fastidious 

artist, almost abnormally so. From the ori inal version 

of Plautus .1m Nonnenkloster which first appeared in the 

Deutsche Rundschau to the edition in book form, there are 

some fifty changes. There were a s many as seven hundred 

and fifty changes in fil~ Hochzeit ~~ Menchs fr om its 

first appearance until its f inal version.1 

Meyerts description of Duke Rohan illustrates this 

careful, conscious striving for a "grand" pr ose style 

which owes much of its effectiveness to a sub~ued 

rhythm and very pronounced use of alliteration: 

In diesem Augenblicke ~ eigte ihm der Her~og 
seine scharfgeaeichneten ~ttge im Profil, und 
der Ausdruck langgettbter Selbstbeherrschung 
und schmerzlicher Milde, der auf dem etwas 

? 
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~alterten ~istvollen Gesichte un~rkennbar 
yorherrschte, ttberwMlti~ seltsamerweise den 
Bttndner wie mit der Macht einer erwachenden 
alten Liebe (p. 9l)o 

After close examination of this passage one mi ht even 

say Meyer has carried alliteration too far, as in the 

phrase, "gealterten geistvol len Gesichte," were it not 

for the fact that the total effect of this alliteration 

is on first reading inconspicuous and subtly pleasing. 

Unfortunately, there are passages which doubtless do 

carry alliteration too far, and the total effect is neither 

subtle nor pleasing. For example, again in JU!,g Jenatsch, 

two beautiful young women pray in a Venetian cathedral 

as the dukets party looks on admiringlr: 

,Qurch iie ~as Angesicht verhttllenden schwarzen 
.§J2itzen.2£h1_eier schienen .§.£hwMrzere Brauen und 
Wimpern und flogen Blicke, deren schmachtendes 
Feuer zwischen der Himmelsk~nigin und ihren 
kriegerischen Beschauern sich teilten (p. 94). 

We find this same pronounced use of alliterati?n in the 

description of the room in Venice in which J!rg and Duke 

Rohan eet: 

Dieses reich ~~rgoldete l!ngliche Gemach mit 
seiner Reihe _yon .fUnf ,[ens terb ogen moch te die 
auf den Kanal schauende fassade des prunkenden 
~auwerks ~ilden. Der Herzog kehrte ger 28mmerigen 
fensterwand den Rlicken zu. E~ sass, in einem 
Buche lesend,~or dem hohen, mit ~erschlungenen 
Eiguren und Fruchtschnttren _yon Marmor umrahmten 
und flberladenen ~amine, in welchem ein lebhaftes 
,Eeuer Llammte (p. 112). 

This description is, incidentally, typical not only of 

Meyerts prose style, but also his love of architectural 

beauty, a love which is betrayed in his work. More often 

8 



than not description of the background for a ''scene" is 

far more imaginative, detailed and interesting than 

descriptions of the characters themselves . This might 
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be explained as Meyer•s tendency to describe in a sculptural 

or at least pictorial manner, a manner which is easier to 

bring to bear on static settings than living characters; 

this tendency will be discussed in greater detail below. 

It should be quite apparent now that Meyerts prose , 

especially in descriptions of the sort mentioned in the 

preceding paragraph, was written very carefully and with 

the intention of creating a striking effect. There are 

several more passages in Jffrg Jenatsch alone which 

illustrate the use of a stately, elegant style, but one 

more will suffice to show in particular Meyer's inclination 

to exploit the alliterative effect. The setting described 

(again in Venice) is the richly appointed chamber of Jffrg's 

bitter enemy, Grimani : 

Das einzige, hohe fenster war .!'On reichen, bis 
auf den,russboden herabfliessenden Falten grttner 
Seide halb ierhttllt, doch streifte ein .!'Oller 
Lichtstrahl die silbergl~nzende E,rtthstttckstafel 
und ~erweilte, ion den ~erlockend zarten farben 
angezogen, auf einer lebensgrossen 1enus aus 
Tizians Schule (p. 120). 

These passages just quoted are typical of only one 

side of Meyerts descriptive prose style • . Description of 

characters, especially minor ones, is usually very simple 

and str14ghtforward . This will be very obvious when we 

discuss the re lationship between description and characteri-



zation in Meyerts work . As one critic points out, Meyer 

normally uses only one or two adjectives to des cribe a 

character, although the description of an important 

figure may be found in many such short simple phrases 
1 

over fifty pages or even more o 

We have already discussed Meyer's aristocr atic 

10 

background and temperament in the introduc t ion to t he cha pter on 

grand style above. Both were doubtless pa rtia lly res ponsible 

for his per~onal and artistic reserve. We saw that his 

peculiar temperament was a t tracted to an artistic ideal 

which aims to avoid the crude or trivial and emphasizes 

greatness, in whatever formo As Meyer himself said, "I 

like above all to absorb myself in by-gone times which 

permit me to treat the Ewig-Menschliche more artistically 
2 

than would the brutal actuality of contemporary material.n 

Thus, Meyer sought not only a grand style, but also 

grand ma t ter as he found it in history. Although the 

Swiss writer deals with real historical figures in his 

works, he deals with them in a distant, eleva ted manner. 

He heightens some of th se superior men into almost 

superhuman beings , so that we feel we really know nothing 

at all about their charac t er--indeed, this is the real test 

of Meyer's great characters, this enigmatic, inscrutable 

quality. At any rate, the hero is such an important figure 

in Meyer that it wil l be worthwhile to see how he describes 

this type. 



The relationship between descripti on and characteri

zation in some of Meyer's P!Ose works will be considered 

later. The purpose of this discussion of the hero is to 

show Meyer's descriptive technique in relation to the grand 

style and manner, and this is perhaps best seen in such 

hero-descriptions. 

Jttrg Jenatsch, one of Meyer's greatest and most 

puzzling heroes, is described, as is Ezzelin (in Die 

Hochzeit W M8nchs), as a physically. superior man who_ 

seems to have an unlimited amount of energy. Early in 

the novel Meyer focuses our attention on Jtlrgts "breit 

ausgeprlfgte S'tirnu (p. 12). To anyone at all familiar 

11 

with Meyer this is a certain indication of mental superiority. 

Dante and Ezzelin are described similarly. Later in the 

novel, the hero appears astride a ttschMurnendes, kohlschwarzes 

Tier," and we see the "Schimmer eines Scharlachkleides 

und eine hochragende blaue Hutf eder ••• " (p. 164). Again 

and again we f ind the same descripti on of Jenatsch, or a 

similar one. We find him on a ttschwarzen Hengsttt (p.216), 

a "sch!fumenden Rappen" (po 227) and a "sich blumenden, 

stampfenden Rappenr : (p. 261), and almost always his scarlet 

coat and blue feather are also mentioned. Here Meyer 

describes the hero in the grand style. A horse is described 

as a stamping, pawing sta llion in order to reinforce the 

idea of the hot-blooded hero. We cannot imagine Becket 

on such a horse. The feather and scarlet coat serve the 

same purpose, to fill out the hero-image; the scarlet color 



and description of the stallion add to the masculinity of 

the characterization. One critic su gests that Meyer was 

bent on depicting nAusnahmemenschen , Kraftmenschen, 

Uebermenschen, in whom he admired the energy and force 
1 

of character which he did not posses&"! This statement 

is supported particularly by the description of Jenatsch , 

as seen through his friend Waser I s eyes: "Er Ov,aser) 

12 

hing wie gebannt an dem starren Ausdrucke des metall

braunen Angesichts. Auf den grossen Zttgen lag gleichgttltiger 

Trotz, der nach Himmel und H~lle, nach Tod und Gericht 

nichts mehr fragte " (p. 260). Jena tsc,ti is no longer 

· a human being; he has committed acts, bad and good, of 

which a normal being is incapable, and he is superior 

physically to everyone around him. Near the end of the 

novel we are told that Jttrg's ttgewaltiger Kerperbau 

und sein feuriges Antlitz machten inn noch immer zum 

Mllchtigsten und Scht,nsten unter allen" (p. 267). 

Duke Rohan is a superior person, superior morally to 

everyone else in the 11Bttndner Geschichte." Thus, like 

Becket, he has a "blasse Antlitz" and wears an expression 

of "schmerzlicher Milden (lenatsch, P• 91). Elsewhere we 

read of his ttmildes , durchdringendes Auge" (p. 51). 

Dante is still another superior man, an enigmatic 

figure as are Jenatsch and Becket . His superiority is 

both moral and i ntellectual, and his physical appearance 

is apparently very imposing. Like Jenatsch, he has the 



"grosse Ztige" of the Meyer hero, and in his long garments 

he seems to be from another world (Hochzeit, p . 280) . 

Physically we know very little about Dante, nor do we 

need a detailed description. The indefinite, even 

mysterious quality of the description of the poet is very 

important in creating the atmosphere of the frame of the 

story and in making Dante something more than an ordinary 

human being . The phrase ••grosse Zttge" tells us very 

little about a face , but, in Meyer's work, it tells us 

a gr eat deal about the man. Meyer i s hardly more definite 

when "eine himmlische Verkl§rung erleuchtete seine (Dante t sl 

strengen Ztigem (p. 284). Thus , what we see is not a ma n 

described in exhaustive detail, but a shadowy, mysterious 

figure wh ose "descriptiono •• is more interesting than the 
·1 

story itself. 11 

Another undeniably superior figure in Hochzeit des 

M6nchs is that of Ezzelin who is a cruel, unscrupulous 

and yet awe-inspir_ing character. me is described by 

Cangrande, Dante's model for Ezzelin , as "'eine gebietende 

Gestalt ••• mit gestrlubtem schwarzen Stirnhaartn {po 286). 

He is very often described in an impressive pose , or 

running his fi ngers meditatively through his beard 

(p.299), and whenever he is in the company of others he 

13 

sits or stands apart from and superior to them. For instance, 

after the accident on the Br enta in which Diana loses 

her intended husband and old Vicedomini his intended 

heirs, Ezzelin, who unintentionally caused the catastrophe 



by making a heroic gesture from the shore, sits at a 

distance from the others: "Der Gruppe gegenttber sass 

Ezzelin, die R~chte auf das gerollte Breve wie auf einen 

Feldherrnstab gest~tzt" (p. 297)0 

To summarize: we have seen how Meyer makes style, 

or manner, fit his subject matter, the superior man or 

hero, if we use the term in a broad, Carlyle-like sense. 

To produce an aura of mystery around his heroes, Meyer 

describes them vaguely, but nonetheless in a manner which 

causes the individual reader to conjure up his own 

picture of, say, Dante, with his "grosse Zt!ge" or 

Ez zelin' s ttgebietende Gestalt." Meyer ts heroes are not 

described as ordinary men, but neither are they meant to 

be so regarded. 

In critical works on Meyer there is oonsiderable 

comment on his tendency to visu~lize scenes and then to 

describe them pictorially or sculpturally; as to whether 

or not Meyer really did this, critics disagree. This 

paper will assume that Meyer did visualize a.t least some 
l 

of his "scenes, 11 though Baumgarten says that he did not, 

and will consider now some of t he several influences 

which led him to use a plastic descriptive technique. 

Mayne quotes Meyer as having said, ''Es ist mir ein 

unentbehrliches Bedffrfnis geworden, alles nach aussen 

schaubar, sichtbar darzustellen,"~ Critics and biographers 

give several reasons for Meyer's inclination to describe 

14 



pictorially or sculpturally, and one reason put forward 

by these critics (Lerver, Mayne, Burkhard, Silz and 

Corrodi) is that Meyer instinctively visualized his 

scenes and merely described them as he sav them. 

Btmatinger believes that the au tor's timidity, which has 

previously been discussed, influenced his descriptive 

technique considerably. He points out that in Meyer's 

childhood the very shy boy remained in his home by day 

and roamed the streets only during the night . Errmtinger 

theorizes that Meyer's sensitive, timid temperament 

caused him to seek an objective manner of artistic 

expression which would enable him to externalize his 

figures, and that the method he hit upon is what critics 
. 1 

have called sculptural or pictorial . 

In Meyer's later life there were several influences 

which may have caused him to accept the pla stisch 

descriptive technique as a conscious artistic principle. 

Of these the most important were his journeys to Mttnchen, 
2 

Rome, Venice and Florence which were mentioned above. 

It has also been mentioned that Michelangelo was the most 

important single Renaissance influence on the Swiss writer, 

important in that Meyer learned from him "to strive for 

the essential," as the writer himself put it.3 Mayne 

makes what seems to be a good analo~y when he says 

what Michelangelo was for Meyer; ~odin was for Rilke .
4 

Meyer found the models for his ideal of pictorial 

description in literature as well as in painting and 

15 



sculpture. He admired Prosper Met-imee 1 s work very much 

and f ound in it the pictorially conceived scenes and 

objectivity which charac te rize his own art.1 Meyer 

was apparently much i nfluenced by one of Me"rim~'s works 

in particular , the Chronigue du temps de Charles Y, 

with, as Corrodi says, its "magnificent exterior sculpture,'' 

and ''close observation of mimicry, gesture and movement ." 

Summing up the influence of the Renaissance artists and 

Merimle, on~ critic says, "Italy, the Renaissance gave 

him (l{eyer1 the ideal, the atmosphere, the great figures, 
, ~ 2 

Merimee the technical tools •••• " 

16 

After careful examinati on of a few of Meyer's more 

important prose works, it seems to this writer that the 

insistence of critics on the plastic quality of his 

descriptive technique is somewhat exaggerated. For instance, 

one finds this critical statement which could hardly be 

sensibly applied to the work of any writer: MMeyerts 

men and women seem marble forms cut by a sculptor from 

the stone, resemblint the f irm, plastic figures of sculpture, 
3 

the most objective of the arts." One has only to call to 

mind such human, warm-blooded characters as Hans and the 

Canon (in Der Heilige) , Poggio (in Plautus ,im Nonnenkloster) 

and Fausch (in Jttrg Jenatsch) to see that the statement 

above can be very misleading . As a matter of fact, in 

the four works considered in this paper, there a r e not a 

considerable number of scenes which are, strictly speaking, 
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described in a sculptural or static manner , contrary to 

what one is led to be l ieve by many critics. In Plautus 

im Nonnenkloster, for example, i t is difficult to f i nd even 

one such scene. This is not to say that the "plastic" 

quality in Meyer's descriptive technique is unimportant; 

it is important, and the discussion which f ollows will 

be concerned with what Baumgarten calls "sinnliche Pla stik. 11 

Often we find in Meyer's descriptions a strong 

sugges t ion of arrangement of characters and background, but 

the description i s not specific, in the final analysis, 

and doesn't permit us to characterize it as really 

pictorial; that i s, the physical data supplied by the 

description is insufficient for a genuine visualization 

of the scene. :By "genuine visualization" I mean 

construction of a given scene in the mind's eye which 

would be basically the same for anyone who has ncrmal 

imaginative powers . 

A scene such as the type discussed above occurs in 

Jttrg Jenatsch when Waser accidentally meets Pompejus and 

Lucretia Planta and the old servant Lukas : 

Neben einem ••• Mldchen0,ucretia1, das im Schatten 
eines Felsens auf hingebreiteten Tepfichen . sa s s 
und ausruhte, stand ein stattlicher avalier, 
denn das war er nach seiner ganzen Erscheinung, 
trotz des sch l ichten Reisegewandes und der schmuck
losen Waffen . ·~ -Am Rande des Sees grasten die ••• 
Rosse der drei Reisenden (p. 6). 

Here we find a suggestion of a pictorial quality in the 

sh~dow. There is no color in the description, however, 

em~ m m:1 
I ·~. :-R NG ON & LEE UNfV R 

il..XiNG.J.Q ' YA 
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and the rela tive positions of Lucretia, her father, the 

horses and the cliff are uncertain. Since it is not 

unusual in Meyer to be told the exact positions of the 

characters and even which hand a character uses to 

18 

execute a certain gesture, this description must be c la ssified 

as vague and hardly pictorial at all. 

The description of Jenatsch lying dead in Lucretia's 

lap has also only a suggestion of arrangement, alth ough 

it is more detailed than the description treated in the 

preceding paragraph: 

Lucretia ••• kniete ••• neben der Leiche, das Haupt 
des Erschlagenen lag in ihrem Schosse. Das Gemach 
war leer. Um die ttber 1hr schwebende Gestalt der 
Justitia waren die Lichter heruntergebrannt •••• 
Neben ihr stand Pankraz und legte di e Hand auf 
ihre Schulter, wtthrend unter der Tttre Fausch dem 
Bffrgermeister Waser da s Ereignis jammernd· 
erzBhlte (p. 276)0 

Here again there is a suggestion of pictorial lighting , 

though there is no mention of color, nor can one be certain 

of relative positio~s of the figures in the scene. Lucretia 

is "beside" the corpse, arxl later Pankraz stands "beside 11 

her. Curiously, this scene at first rea ding seems to be 

static until one notices that, at the beginning of the 

description the room is empty; then sucdenly Pankraz 

is standing beside Lucretia, and Fausch and Waser are 

talking in the doorway. 

Very often in the four works which this paper 

treats Meyer arranges a number of minor character around 

some important central figure . 'l'he arrangement of the figures 
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is of ten quite vague, but the total eff ec t of the de scription 

borders on the pictorial. Such a scene occurs in ]tl 

Heilige just before Becket is murdered: 

Seine (Becketts) Kleriker aber alle umdrMngten 
ihn. Die jftngeren und mutigeren fttllten die 
Stufen •••• Die anderen standen und knieten um den 
Blschof und drttckten sich durcheinander wie 
eine erschreckte und verwirrte Herde ••• (p. 419). 

Paradoxically some of the most aninated scenes in Meyer 

also have a pictorial quality. These descri ptions 

usually deal Jith masses of people in a collectiye 

manner which only suggests motion. In the scene of 

revelry on the convent lawn (in Plautus im Nonnenkloster) 

there is a Breughel-like exuberance, and at the same time 

we find a Breughel-like concern for composition in the 

words 'Kr eis" and ~orona ": 

Um die von ihren Nonnen umgebene lbtissin und 
den zweideutigen Herold mit geflicktem Wams 
und zerlumpten Rosen, dem die nackten Zehen aus den 
zerrissenen Stiefeln blickten, bildeten Laien und 
zugelaufene Menche einen bunten Kreis in den 
traulichsten Stell ungen, ••• Blnkelslnger, 
Zigeuner, fahrende Leute, Dirnen und Gesindel 
jeder Art ••• mischten sich in die seltsame 
Corona (p. 137)0 

The c omparison with Breughel doesn't hold tnue in every 

respect however: in particular , Meyer uses no color in 

this description; he merely su bgests color, leaving this 

matter to the reader's imagination , by drawing his 

attention to a "bunten Kr eis." Also we feel that Poggio, 

lik~ '1eyer, des ises the common crowd and therefore portrays 

it unsympathetically, as Breughel does not. 



Another scene which Meyer describes almost as if he 

had a painting in mind occurs when Fausch and Jttrg Jenatsch 

watch the arrival of Duke Rohan 's party before a Venetian 

cathedral. It seems that here Meyer is definitely 

striving for a pictorial effect, for the description 

begins with these words : 

Der dunkle Steinrahmen der T~r umschloss ein Bild 
voll Farbenglanz, Leben und Sonne. 

Im ,!prdergrunde wurden eben an den Ringen der 
Landungstreppe zwei mit zierlichem Schnitzwerke 
und wallenden Federstrnussen geschmtlckte Gondeln 
befestigt. Zw~lf junge Gondoliere und Pagen, 
in Bo~ und Qold, die Farben des Herzogs, gekleidet, 
blieben zur Hut der Fahrzeuge auf de?m van der 
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Mauer grttn beschatteten Kanale zurffckf\,.t(p. 90). (Italics 
mine.) · 

This is the most specific and detaile~ description 

considered thus far, and probably the most nearly pictorial. 

T _e graphic quality is reinforced by the use of the words 

"Yordergrund," "Bildttr and 'Steinrahmen," and by the use of 

color, unusual in Meyer's work. The lighting of this scene 

is suggested by the "Sennett mentioned in the frame of the 

description and by the "grttn beschatteten Kanale" in the 

body of the description. The "zw6lf" is unusually specific 

for Meyero 

It is in the pictorial descriptions which are essentially 

static that one can best justify the judgment of German 

critics who call Meyer an ~ugenmensch or Eidetiker and 
1 

of French critics who call him a visuel. There seems to 

be some confusion in the use of the t erms pictorial and 

sculptural, however, because critics become rather vague 



when they comment on Meyerts "sculptural" descrip tive 

method. What seems reall y t o be meant by t he sculptura l 

technique or 11 sinnliche Plastik" is Meyer's me t hod of 

characterizing or revealing- t he state of mind of his 

figures by describing onlytJ:teu xterior appearanceo 

At any rate, it is difficult to ima gine a genuinely 

sculptural desc r iptive technique in Meyer's or in any 

writer's work. To call the Swiss poet's descriptive 

technique very graphic is to be more exact, and this 

graphic quality will be discussed in t he following 

paragraphs. 

One of t he most outstanding exa mples of Meyerrs 

pictorial approach to his subject matter is the descr ipt ion 

of Gnade's body in Der Heilige. The scene is not nl y 

abso l utely static; it is also absolutely silent. It is 

one of the most detailed and carefully worked out of all 

Meyer's descriptions, even th ough it is supposedly seen 

through Hans' eyes and told by him: 

Ich schaute in das Halbdunkel der Burgkapelle •••• 
Ein Lichtstrom, der durch das einzige, hoch 
selegene Fenster sich ergoss, beleuchtete i hre 
lGnade's] ffberirdische Sch6nheit. Ihr Haupt 
ruhte auf einem Purpurkissen und trug ein 
Kr6nchen vonblitzendem Edelgestein. Der zarte 
Kerper verschwand in den von Goldstickerei 
und Perlen starrenden Falten ihres Uber die 
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Wttnde des Schre ins aus gebreiteten Gewandes (pp.343-344). 

At t he Yery first we are made aware of the consciously 

pictoria l use of li ght; Hans finds himself in half-darkness. 

As in several Meyer desc r iptions there is~ single window 
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through which, Rembrandt-like, l ight str eams and illuminates 

the figure of the dead girl . Meyer uses color sparingly 
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and, as we will see below, he se l ects color ••ar i stocr a t ically. 1•1 

Here he uses gold and purple. 

The description of Gnadets body is perhaps the best 

example of the Swiss writer's pictorial tendency, and i t 

also il l ustrates his artistic restraint and f eeling for 

composition and balance, 

Die kleinen, durchsichtigen Httnde lagen auf der 
Brust gekreuzt und hielten keusch den schwarzen 
Schleier ihres HQares zusammen, der, vom Scheitel 
flies send, die zarten Wangen einrahmte und, die 
zwe i Wunden des Halses bedeckend, sich unter dem 
blas sen ~rmorkreuz ihrer Arme wieder vereinigte (p.344). 

Here the pro gress of the description follows the course 

which probably would be followed by the eyes in examining 

a painting of such a scene. ~t may be t hat Meyer had this 

in mind when he wrote the description. Our eyes begin 

with the white hands, move to th e contrasting black hair, 

to the head, cheeks and finally back to the arms. Everything 

is in perfect balance--the hair; which frames the cheeks, 

the crossed arms, even the .£!Q concealed wounds in Gnade'$ 

throat give the descripti on a sya~tlrical qua l ity. 

In Die Hochzeit des Ivienchs we find several pictorially 

descr ibed scenes. In this novella in particular Meyer 

seems to arrange his figures as if they were in a painting 

or on the stage, and we are always aware of the gr ouping 

of the story's characters and of their positi ons in r ·e1a tion 

to each other. The novella opens with this description: 

Es war in Verona. Vor einem breiten Feuer, das 
einen weitrlumigen Herd f~llte, lagerte in den 
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bequemsten Stellungen, welche der Ans t and er l aubt, 
ein junges Hofgesinde .. m!nnlichen und weiblic.hen · 
Geschlechtes um e i nen ebenso jugendlichen Herrsch er 
und zwei blffhende Frauen. Dem Herde zur Linken 
sass diese fffrstliche· Gruppe, welcher die ttbrigen 
in einem Viartelkreise sich anschlossen, die ganze 
andere Seite des Herdes nach h6fischer Sitte 
freilassend (p. 280). 

This description is typical of Meyer because its purpose 

is to create an atmosphere of comfort and luxury, a 

mixture of an Italian brand of ~mtttlichkeit (which we 

find in its native German form in the opening of Der 

fieilige) and grace. 

Meyer is unusually specific in the description, 

indicating precisely where the group is located in relation 

to the hearth. Here we find no circle or ucorona" as in 

Plautus, rather a "Viertelkreise. 11 Typically, there is a 

central figure, around whom the minor characters group 

themselves, Cangrande, a l though later the central figure 

is to become the narrator, Dante. This graceful arrangement 

before the fire is also typical of Meyer's stri ving for 

the "grand," as is the use of a rather eleva ted prose 

style, and such words as ffirstlich and weitr!umig. The 

description con tinues: 

Von den Fr auen, i n deren Mitte er [Cangrande} 
sass, mochte die nMchs t dem Herd etwas zurrrc { 
und i ns Halbdun el ge l ehnte s ein Eheweib, die 
andere, ":v:dllbeleuchtete, seine Verwandte oder 
Freundin sein ••• (p. 280). 

Here a gain we find a Remb r andt-like li ghting effect, a 

contra s t between l ight and shade, which we found in other 

descriptions. This emphasis on light and dark in eyer 
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is one of the principal characteristics of his graphic 

descriptive technique although it seems to have been 

overlooked by most critics. 

In the four works t r eated i n this pa per perhaps the 

largest pictorially described scene, in terms of the number 

of people involved, is that which depicts t he departure 

of Duke Rohan, who has been betrayed by Jena tsch, from Chur. 

The scene described below shows Meyer's fondness for the 

solemn, grand and picturesque, and illustrates his tendency 

to arrange hi·s figures impressively in definite, static 

groups: 

In der Strasse, die Rohan durchreiten sollte, 
standen die Churer ba r haupt in zwei gedrttngten 
Reihen lings der H§user, und alle Fenster bis 
zu den Dachluken hinauf waren mit neugierigen 
K8pfen gefftllt.... · 

Als er (Duke Rohan] an der Spitze seines 
stolzen Zuges langsam dem Tore sich nlherte, 
fand er einen leblichen Rat .und die Geistlichen 
der Stadt . zu seiner Rechten aufgestellt. Die 
Herren hatten sich in vollem Ornat jeder nach 
seinem RBNge auf den Stufen einer breiten Freitreppe 
verteilt, die zu der Pforte eines patrizischen 
Hauses ftthrte. Beide Tttrflttgel standen weit 
of~en, und im ·Flur wurden in schwarze Seide 
gekleidete Frauengestalten sichtbar •••• 

In der· Mitte der Ratsherren fielder Aats
bttr germeister Meyer als wahrha f t imposante 
Er.scheinung ins Auge (Jenatsch, p.225). 

It is interesting to see how eyer views this scene at 

first from a distance, and then moves to a certain part 

of the scene~ concentrates on that, and finally describes 

this one person, the mayor, the central f igure we have 

come to expect in Meyer's group descriptions. Also we 

find again the swiss author's fondness for framing a 
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( scene, or a part of it; women dressed in solemn black s ilk 

are framed by the doorway of a patrician home. During 

this long descript ion the only movement is that of Duke 

Rohan and his train. The populace of Chur is motionless , 

in respec t to the duke, and the point of view of the latter 

part of the description seems to be tha t of Rohan himself, 

who rides pa s t the di gnitaries of ~h•r t o his right. 

Although it i s not certain t he viewpoint is Rohan's, 

it is implied by the fact that the women standing within 

t he house ttbecame visible"---apparently as Rohan rides to 

a point opposite t he house. 

It has been pointed out several times that lighting 

effects play an important role in C. F. Meyerts descriptive 

technique, and tha t such eff ects are partially responsible 

for the pictorial nature of many of the scenes in his 

work. His use of l i ght has other important artistic 

purposes however, which will be discussed in the following 

paragraphs. 

Meyer i s an artist who stresses chiaroscuro in is 

descriptions, as we have seen, and this tendency is so 

pronounced that very often the light source of a scene, 

a lamp, the sun, a fire, candle etc., is described or 

at least ment ioned, though , as Burkhard points ou t , Meyer 

usually us~s the rarer word Ampel for ,!,ampe. Thus, when 

Waser spies on a scene between Pompejus Planta and an 

Italian who vows to kill Jenatsch, we learn t hat the room 
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is il l umina t ed by a "beschirmte H!!ngelampe. '' At f i rst 

I 
Jttr g s fr ie nd doe sn 1 t know to whom t he Ita l ian i s s peaking 

,.... 

and t h e description of t he ligh t fa l ling ful l -.on Planta 's 

face augments the eff ectivene s s of this abrupt revela t i on : 

Jetzt beug t e er sich {Robus telli] mit · demonstrierender 
Gebttrde vorw!frts, und ttber seine r Achsel ward i n 
der grells t en Schlrf e des tichte s das auf di e 
Hand ge s ttttzte Haupt des andern,--Waser erschrak-
des Herrn Pompejus Planta sichtbar (p. 26). 

In · a later scene in Jenat sch strange lighting eff ec t s 

cause superstitious Cathol ic peasants to believe a mar t yred 

priest has re t urned and i s reading mass. Here t he l ight 

sources are two candles: 

Auf dem Hochaltar flacker t en zwei dtts tere Kerzen , 
deren Licht mit dem l etzten von aussen kornmende n 
Schimmer der D!frmnerung k!fmpfte. Die zwei Fl Mmmchen 
bewegten sich in e i nem ••• Luftzug~ ••• und tanzende 
Schatten trieben auf dem Altare ein se l tsames 
Spiel (p. -38). 

The conflict between artificial and exterior light often 

occurs in Meyer 's desc r iptions, in particular, in a scene 

between Astonne and Antiope in Hochzeit. 

The scene occurs when t he unf rocked pr i est accompanie s 

Germano who i s to ask for Antiope 1 s hand in mar r iage. The 

f irst mention of light comes as the t wo men stride t hrough 

'-'schon d§mmernder Gemttcher." They find Antiope si t ting at 

a clover-leaf window which frames her head with a back

ground of "Abendglorie." The beauty of twilight helps 

to create t he t ·ender, passionate atmosphere of t he remainder 

of t he l ove-scene whose climax comes when darkness falls. 

This all occurs graduall y, however, and is desc r ibed 
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very subtly. When Antiope lear ns that Germano wants to 

marry her she stands with her back to the window, her 

face dark in the HDMmmerlichte." When Astorre begins to 

woo her, her head is shown against a "blassen Goldgrunde," 

and when he can find no words to express his love for her 

there is only "Dl.fmmerung und Schweigen." When Germano 

asks Antiope roughly if she will become his wife, she 

makes a esture of ·negation with her head which can be 

seen in spite of the "wachsenden achto 11 Then, after 

Germano leaves the room in anger, Dante relates he doesntt 

know whose mouth, Astorre's or Antiope's, first sought the 

other, because "die Kammer war vljllig finster geworden~ 11 

(pp. 352-355). Discussion of this one scene shows how 

important are lighting effects in Meyer's descriptive 

technique, not only in producing a pictorial effect, but 

also in creating atmosphere or in producing the unusual 

effects cited in the two scenes above fr.om Jttrg Jenatsch. 

One of the most striking manifesta t ions of Meyer's 

striving for the grand style i n his descriptive technique 

is the precise recording of his ch~racters 1 gestures. 

Several critics have poi ~ted out that Meyer didn't hit 

upon this descriptive method by accident. 'Phere were 

several important influences, principally non-German, 

dating from the time of his youth, which are probably 

responsible for the emphasis on dramatic gestures in 

his work. Mayne points out that German writers before Meyer 
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(e.g., Otto Ludwig and Heinrich von Kleist) had described 

gestures much as he does, but the biographer maintains 

that this German influence was not important . Mayne 

argues that as a youth Meyer admired the dramatic 

gestures he saw in performances of French classical plays 

and perfo rmances of Sha kespeare. Also, the argument 

continues, Meyer's tendency to the raphic description of 

gestures was instinctive. Mayne also allows the influence 

of Michelangelo and Merim/e in this respect. Meyer himself 

noted that this phase of his descriptive technique was 

of non-German origin. "What I re.cei ved from the Romance 

countries is, in a word, the sense for gesture and bearing," 

he said. The most important of these Romance influences 

appears to have been the French writer Merimee . One 

critic states that Meyer learned his "epic technique,u 

that is, "the magnificent exterior sculpture, the close 

observation of mimicry, gesture and movement, 11 from 

Mirime'ets Chronigue du temps de Charles IX. Mayne's 

belief that Meyer's description of gesture was irstinctive 

is supported by ·the Swiss author's external met od of 

characterization and fondness for dramatizing important 

scenes in his works; thus, the examination of the influences 

on Meyer's description of ge sture has been limited to 

little more than brief reference to those names most often 
1 

mentioned in this connection by critics on Meyer . 

The importance of gesture in Meyer's work becomes 
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apparent only after careful reading. Once this awareness 

is awakened, one realizes that Meyer uses gestures not 

only for dramatic effect, but also for purposes of 

characterization. The gesture becomes remarkably expressive 

and flexible in Meyer 's technique. One critic, in a study 

of all Meyer 's prose, finds at least fifty-five adjectives 

which modify the noun Geb!rde. In seven of his Novelle~, 

there are references to three hundred and twenty-nine 
1 

separate gestures . 

Most of the many gestures of Meyer's characters 

are the conventional ones of th! stage, and the Swiss poet 

has his figures express their emotions, as do the personages 

of a play, by means of gestures which are more a stock 

formula for the expression of emotion than the natural 

reactions of living , breathing men. In fact this use of 

the stock gesture occurs so frequently in Meyer that it 

seems strange that the critics consulted in the writing of 

this paper have, with few exceptions (notably Baumgarten), 

accepted Meyerts use of gesture-description as an unqualified 

artistic success. A few examples will serve to illustrate 

how Meyer uses gestures as a formula for certain emotions. 

In many cases , the use of gesture is effective; in other 

cases, gesture becomes convention, pose , affectation. 

Jffrg Jenatsch has just made the decision to betray 

Duke Rohan in the best interests of his homeland. fhe 

decision to do so has been a difficult one, but he makes 
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it with firm resolution and closes udie eiserne Faust"(p. 179). 

Rudolf Planta makes an infamous proposal · to Jenatsch 

t hat he turn Duke Rohan over to the Spanish forces in 

return for the fortress of Fuentes. Jttrg, who admires 

and respects the duke even more after his betrayal, 

flies into a rage and tells Planta to make his exit 

before he murders him. As he does so he tears 11den Degen 

aus der Scheide," in a characteristic esture of extreme 

anger. 

Stil l later in the novel Rudolf P1anta berates his 

sister for not carrying out revenge on Jenatsch, as, 

according to the code of their family, she should. 

Lukas , Lucretia 1 s faithful servant, is angry to see her 

abused and steps forward to defend her, "die Fttuste 

ballend"(p. 249)0 

This same formula for emotion is used in the novella 

Der Heilige . Becket, who at this stage has become an 

ascetic, is followed by a throng of Saxons, whose representative 

he has become, to Ki ng Henryts court. The Saxons begin to 

sing, enraging the Normans who ttballten die F!uste oder 

legten sie an den Knauf ihrer Schwerter" (p. 374) o 

Although Meyer's description of gesture often more 

than borders on the melodramatic and conventional, he also 

describes gestures imaginatively, to produce an unusual 

effect, to replace the spoken word, or to express an idea 

or describe an action symbolically. 

This symbolic use of the gesture is seen when 

Jenatsch decides, in the face of the Spanish-Catholic 



threat, that he can serve his country better with the 

sword than with the Bible. Not only is the act of laying 

aside the priestly garments symbolic of Jttrg 1 s break with 

a spiritual mode of life, he also speaks with symbolic 

meaning, accompanying his words with the symbolic gesture 

described below: 

~chwert und Bibel taugen nicht zusammen. Bffnden 
bedarf des Schwertes, und ich lege die geistliche 
Waffe zur Seite, um getrost die weltliche zu 
ergreifen."' Mit diesen Worten riss er sein 
Predigergewand aboo•(Po 58)o 
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Meyerts characters don't limit themselves to conventional 

gestures, as we have seen. Often their gestures are 

complicated to accompany or express involved human 

emotions. Jenatsch, in conversation with a Spanish 

representative, Serbelloni, becomes almost vi olent in 

presenting the claims of his fatherland. He feels that 

Bffnden is hemmed in viee-like by "two giants," France and 

the Spanish powers. To illustrate his emotions he ttwarf 

seine gewaltigen Arme wie ein Schwimmer auseinander, als 

machte er Platz fftr die Streme seiner Heimat" (p. 239)0 

Perhaps the most unusual series of gestures found in 

the works considered in this paper occurs in Plautus im 

Nonnenkloster. Poggio, who has discovered the hoax of 

the abbess, the substitution of a light replica for an 

ancient and very heavy cross, to be carried each year as 

a ttmiracle" by a girl who is about to take the vows of 

a nun, wants both to upset the scheme and to free a young 



( girl, Gertrud , from her self-imposed oath to become a nun. 

To do so, he goes through an elaborate process of mimicry 

involving symbolic motions and gestures . He ~~ describes 

his ruse,from which he apparently derives as much aesthetic 

pleasure as the pleasure which comes wit J. the execution 

of a noble act, saying that in the course of his 

mimicry he "begann mit ausdrucksvollem GeblJrdenspiele ••• 11 

and "r#ltselte mit wiederholten Fingerzeigen nach beiden 

Seiten: 'Die Wahrheit im Frei'n, die Lttge .im Schreinttn 

{ppo 157-158). 

Characters in Meyer often use gestures rather than 

words to express themselves and prove that action can 

speak more eloquently than words. In a heated conversation 

with Pompejus Planta (in Jenatsch), Robustelli, an Ita l ian, 

makes clear his intention to kill Jenatsch without 

putting his thoughts into words: 

"Den Giorgio Jenatsch!" lacht~ der Italiener 
wild und stiess sein Messer in einen neben ihm 
liegenden kleinen Brotlaib, den er Herrn Pompejus 
vorhielt wie einen gespiessten Kopf an einer 
Pike ( P• 27) • 

At the fortress of Fuentes Jenatsch asks a Spanish 

Captain about one of his friends. The officer, rather 
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than informing him verbally of his friend's death, "streckte 

.••• den Zeigefinger seiner Knochenhand nach den dunkeln 

Zypressen einer unfern gelegenen Begrlbniskirche aus" (p. 48). 

In Der Heilige, Hans deduces the frame of mmind of 

four men bent on murdering Becket without hearing their 
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conversation. "'Ich stand zu ferne, um ihre orte zu 

verstehen, aber ihre Gebttrden sprachen deutlich genug" (p. 409). 

Meyer 's method of charac terization is based f or the 

most part on the exact descri tion of features , bearing 

and gesture~. Very often a Meyer character makes a gesture, 

frequently a ~ypical, re curring gesture, sometimes used as 

a leitmotiv, which reveals more of his character than a 

static description of his appearance. Since practically 

all of Meyer's important figures are treated in this manner , 

it is not difficult to document this statement. 

King Henry 's regal characte r r eveals itself, says 

Hans, in both his "gewaltigem Wuchs und herrischer GebMrdeu 

(Heilige, p. 308). In Hochzeit, Ezzelin 1 s awe-inspiring 

physical appearance and strong personality which make him 

the most impressive figure of t his Hovel1e, with the 

exception of Dante himself, is suggested by his ttweiten 

Geb!rde" to the bark (p. 287). In fa ct, it is this gesture 

which indirectly causes the boat to capsize and causes 

Vicedomini to lose all his heirs and Diana her husband, thus 

setting in motion a chain of circumstanc es which ends in 

almost spectacular tragedy. Although Ezzelin is brutal and 

cruel, and is so portrayed, we sense Meyer's admiration of 

this powerful , superior man, a man to whom a "wei ten 

Geblrde" comes naturally. 

Ezzelin is characterized as a wise, powerful man by 

a much more precise gesture, his "LieblingsgebMrde ,"' as 
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Dant calls it--burr owing with outstretched f ingers 

through his magni f icent beard (ppo 299, 318). This 

gesture is so striking that one critic believes foyer had 
1 

in mind Michelangelo's famous statue of Moses. At any 

rate, tpe gesture is remarkably suggestive and conjures up 

in our mind's eye the image of a vastly intelligent, imposing 

figure. 

Meyer has a gift for suggesting great mental 

activity or emotion with a brief exterior description, 

such as the one menti oned above. One critic, referring 

to Uhlandts Schriften ..11!! Geschichte der Dichtung un? 

~, points out the similarity between Meyer•s use of 

gestures in the revelation of character or a state of 

mind and the middle high German epics which use descriptions 

of gesture in a similar manner. Hence, description of the 

gesture is not only an element of Meyer's grand style; it 

also shows his fondness for the c ompression and eoonomy 

found in the German Volkepos. 2 

Des~ription of gesture is a part of Meyer's grand 

style because of the dramatic, grandiose quality which 

is found in such descriptions, e.g ., those di scussed above. 

The use of color in Meyer's descriptive technique is also 

considered in t his chapter on the grand styl& but for a 

very different reason. The use of gesture by Meyerts 

figures to express emotion or to reveal character occurs 

so frequently that the reader doesn't really notice it 
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after he has become accustomed to the author's style. 

Meyer uses color very spar ingly, on the other hand, 

and when he does make use of i t in his descriptions, it 

is very noticeable and usua l ly very effective. Moreover, 

in these des9riptions which deal wi th color, it is obvious;;; 

that Meyer is not striving mere l y for a more realistic 

description but also for an ornamental effect, an eff ect 

for which he strives in his descriptions which involve 

peculiar lighting conditions also. This conscious effort 

to produce an unusual effect is another characteristic of 

Meyer•s grand style. Another reason for di scussing color 

in this chapter can be mentioned here. We have seen 

that the grand style aims to deal with noble, ma gnif icent 

subject matter-heroes, grandiose ges t ures, beautiful 

lighting effects, for example--and the particular colors 

Meyer most often uses reflect . this fondness for the great 

and imposing. One critic points out that the Swiss author 

almost always uses ''aristocratic adjectives of color," by 

which he means red, purple and gold, the colors of "bright 

pageantry, of pomp and circumstance, of f estive state and 
1 

splendor." Both Meyer•s striving for a rich descriptive 
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effe ct and his aristocratic preference for the ''aristocratic" 

colors are shown in this description of Fausch 1 s taproom 

in Venice: 

Das schmale Gemach lag jetzt im Halbdunkel, nur 
durch ein hochgele genes Rundf enster -ftber der Tttr 
drang ein r6tlicher, von goldenen St!ubchen 
durchspielter Sonnenstrahl in seine Tiefe und 
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blitzte in den aufgereihten, fein ge schliffenen 
Kelchen und funkelte in dem Purpurweine ••• (Jenatsch. p. 85). 

The quotation above is typical not only of Meyer's use of 

color, but of his descriptive technique as a whole, particularly 

in Jffrg Jenat.2.£h which has several descriptions similar to 

the one above. We are introduced to a new setting, Grimani fs 

palace, or that of Duke Rohan, f or example, and the narrat i ve 

stops, in effect , while Meyer describes the richness of 

the mi se-fil}-sc~neo Often the scene is described in a 

static manner , or very nearly so, and almost always pictoriallyo 

It is in scenes such as this that Meyer most often uses 

color. The description of Duke Rohan's party at a 

Venetian cat edral is of this sort, and we find here a lso 

the use of Meyer 's favorite colors, red and gold: 

Zw6lf junge Gondoliere und Pagen, in Rotund Gold, 
die Farben des Herzogs, gekleidet, blieben zur 
Hut der Fahrzeuge ••• (Jenatsch, p. 90). 

In Der Heilige also w:e f ind ttaristocr a tic'' c olors , 

not only in the description of the fine garments of the 

-king and Becket, but also in a description of Bertran de 

Bornts doublet: 

Under [Born) deutete auf ein flammendes Herz 
in .feiner Stickerei von Gold und Purpur , das 
auf der linken Sei te sein schwarze·s 1 eng 
anschliessendes Warns zierte (p. 393J. 

In Rll Hochzeit ~ Menchs we find Antiope 1 s head 

outlined against a "blassen Goldgrunde" (p. 355)0 

Just as the colors of Duke Rohan are red and gold , 

Jenatsch seems also to have favorite colors. The colors 

are black, scarlet and blue, and one may assume they are 
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used a s another external method of characterization, to 

strengthen our ima ~e of Jenatsch as an almos t super human 

fi gure, a man with unlimited s tren th and energy, jus t 

as the color wh ite, often associated with Becket, aids in 

character i zing him as a phys i cally frail, but morally 

superior person, Thus, Jenatsch is seen astride a 

"kohlschwar zes Tier" and the people see the sh immer of 

l ' a 11 schar l achkleides und eine hochragende bl aue Hutfeder ••• 11 

(p. 164). This costume is so customary to Jena t sch that 

he is recognized by it: 

Es waren Bttndneroffiziere, voran auf einem schwarzen 
Hengst ein Reiter in Scharlach, von dessen 
Stttlphute blaue Federn -wehten, der jedem Kinde 
bekannte Jttrg Jenatsch (p. 210). · · . 

Occasionally it seems that Meyer uses color in his 

descriptions for no purpose of characterization, but 

simply ornamentally, as a method of cre.ating contrast for 

pictorial effect. In Hochzeit two members of Ezzelin's 

bodyguard, a German and an old Saracen, are probably 

de scribed with this et-tlmt·o~ ~t> 1"1!f«.e..ist in mind: 
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Der hingestreckte Deutsche hatte seinen schlummernden 
rotblonden Krauskopf in den Schoss des sitzenden 
Ungllubigen gelegt, der, ebenfalls schlummernd, 
mit seinem schneeweissen Barte vMterlich auf 
ihn niedernickte (p. 294). 

In th~ same Movelle, Astorre recalls an incident several 

years before, when Antiope's father was executed for 

dealing rith representatives of the Pope. In this 

recollection of the scene--which also illustrates Meyer's 

tendency to put himself at a distance from his subject, 



( since the scene is observed by t he monk, who is ~ cr-a tion 

of Dante, the narrator--we f i nd again the ~se of c ont r asting 

color to create a pictorial ef fect: 

Jetzt leuchteten die Farben so krMf tig, dass 
der M~nch die zwei nebeneinander laegenden 
Hilse, den ziegelroten Nacken des Grafen und den 
schneeweissen des Kindes [Antiopel mit dem 
gekrluselten goldbraunen Flaume, wenige Schritte 
vor sich in voller ' Lebenswahrheit erblickte (po 327). 

It seems doubly evident from t he last few words of the 

quoted passage tha t here color is used with the intent 

of increasing the realism, the graphic quality of the 

descr i ption, and not merely as rich ornament f or a pictorially 

conceived description. 

In considering all the examples above of Meyer's 

use of color this much should have become apparent:Meyer 

has a prefe r ence for certain "ar i stocr atic" colors which 

occur again and again in his descriptions, especially in 

those which tend to be pictorial or plastisch. Moreover , 

Meyer uses obvious, raw colors and not subtle or unusual 

ones; his use of color, and this is true of his descriptive 

technique in general, i s broad and bold. As one critic 

says, "there is in his (Meyer's] writings no 'romantic' 

tendency toward accura t e and subtle di stinction of color 

with a fonqness for unusual contrasts and combinati ons •••• 111 

Another obvious manifesta t ion of Meyerts grand style, 

in the frame of reference of his descri ptive methods, is 

his tendency to describe many scenes from his works, 



( especially in Jttrg Jenatsch, i n a dramatic manner whi ch 

is more of t he stage and theatre t han of prose f ic ti on. 

Although Meyer had to give up the effort to wri t e 

plays, he seems to have had a certain dramatic talent; 

gestur e and postur e are marked al l through his prose 

works and, in many scenes, t he author's narrative becomes 

s t age direction , the characters• words actors' lines.1 

Meyer always wanted to wr ite drama, not only becaus e 

he thought it was the highe s t f orm of art but also because 

he saw that one successful play would give him a rapid 

f ame which his poems and ~ovelleNcould never . bring him. 

He felt he was driven by a demon to write drama, and 

references to dramas which were never written appear all 
2 

through his letters. His novel, Jttrg Jenatsch, was 

originally pl anned t o be a drama and ye t Meyer never 
3 

completed it, nor any other play. Several cr itics have 

tried to explain why Meyer wa s never successful as a 

playwri ght, and t he most acceptable explanation seems to 

be this one: the Swiss writer was instinctively unsuited 

f or writing drama because he tended to see his scenes 

and f igures f rom the point of view of t he observer. 

and didntt place himself within the character as t.te 

playwright must. Meyer wanted his f i gures to be explained 

from without rathert~f(4r1~ithin (that i s, by havi ng t hem 

explain their own motives in asides, soliloquies etc.), and 

this is dif f icult to accomplish in drama. Nor does drama 

permit the character to be seen t hrough an eyevitness 
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who explains the character he sees, as often occurs in 
1 

Meyer's workso 

In spite of the fact t hat Meyer never finished a 

play, his prose fiction has many dramatic qualities 

which show either that the author saw at least some of 

his scenes i nstinctively as scenes from drama or o:nsci ously 

made these scenes dramatic. The latter supposi ti-on seems 

the more likely since most of eyer's descriptive techniques , 

e .g., alliteration, lighting, use of color, gesture, 

acoustical effects, appear to have been used consciously. 

There are, in a manner of speaking, three sorts of scenes; 

in eyer: the static, ~lastiscn scenes in which there is 

l ittle or no movement and usually no sound, e.g., Gnade 1s 

lying-in-state in Der Heilige; the opera-like scenes in 

which there ct.lt:,.~ closely described motion and accompanying 

acoustical effects; and the dramatic scenes which we are 

about to discuss. Obviously one of the most important 

factors in determining the opera-like, s ta tic or dramatic 

nature of a scene is the manner in whi ch it is described. 

In opera-like scenes Meyer concentrates on acoustical 

effects, music, chanting, bells, or similar s ounds; 

in the s t atic scenes there is emphasis on sensory detail, 

light and color, and in the drama t ic scenes greater 

emphasis is placed on gesture and intonation of the voiceo 

This emphasis on the gesture and tone of voice is 

ill ustrated very well in a scene between Jenatsch and his 

close friend, Waser. Obvious f actors make the scene 
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essentially dramatic: there is very l itt le au thort s na rrative, 

and the characters' speeches, especially Jttrg's, a e 

theatrical, even melodramatic and are made more so by 

his emphatic gestur es. Jena tsch meets the friend he 

hasn't seen in several years ttmit ausgebreiteten Armen" 

and clasps him by both shoulders. aser, who cannot 

control the sorrow he feils because his friend has become 

a Catholic simply for political reasons, "wandte sich ab 

und bedeckte das .Angesicht mit beiden HMnden." These 

actions are described as if the characters were on the 

stage, and the last quotatli>~i~t~ke a stage direction. 

In this scene Meyer makes the reader very conscious of 

just how Waser and Jttrg speak, as if trying to simulate 

the intonation of actors 1 voices on the stage. Waser 

speaks '·'bang," while Jena tsch speaks "mi t dem al ten, 

fr6hlichen Lachen" and "mi t frevler Hei terkei t." He becomes) 

serious~ up1etzlich den Ton wechselnd n· (pp. 262-263). 

Another dramatic scene occurs in Jena tsch hen 

Duke Rohants wif e, a very emotional woman, asks him to 

aid and protect Luc r etia. eyer ni mself emphasi zes the 

dramatic nature of her speech "in welcher sich der Schwung 

des damals Mode werdenden Corneille ft1hlbar machte, 11 

while at the same time giving the story additional 

historical f l avor. This is one of the most dra atic 

scenes in the f our works by eyer discussed in this 

paper. There is scarcely any author's narrative, a rra 

the characters 1 words are not conversations but sp~eches 



which have a dramatic rhythm and vigor. For i nstance , 

Lucretia says, "Ich bin ein vom Stamm.a gerissener, auf 

dem Str.ome treibender Zweig und kann nicht Wurzel schlagen , 

bis ich den Boden der Heimat erreiche und getrlnkt werde 

mit dem lute gerechter Stthne. 11 Dramatic speeches such as 

this one are accompanied1by equally dramatic movements 

and gestures whose description cons ti tl.tes about the 

only author' narrative in t he long scene. The duke's 

wife finishes her impassioned plea for Lucretia and 

"hier brach die gertthrte Fttrbitterin von neuem in Tr!nen 

aus und warf sich, das Antlitz mit den HMnden bedeckend, 

in einen Lehnstuhl. 11 Te duke is sympathetic to Lucretia 

and takes "v!fterlich ihre Hand •••• " When Jenatsch 

dramatically enters the room where this scene is taking 

place Lucretia lifts her arms and lets them fa ll in a 

theatrical gesture. Later, torn between love and hate for 

Jenatsch, she wrings her hands. In this sc ene also one 

is made aware of the charac t rs' tone of voice: Rohan 

speaks "mit tlberlegener Milde ," and when Lucretia sees 

Jttrg she moans out loud (pp. 112-118)0 

The description of gestures and tone of voice 

plays an important role in a drama tic scene between 

King Henry and Becket. Henry can't make Becket remain 

his chancellor and falls into a blind rage as a result. 

That, in brief, is what occurs in the scene, but Meyer 

doesn't develop the story this simply. Instead, the scene 

is made up of a ser ies of dramatic sp~eches and gestures 
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whose description will be discussed below. 

When Becket attempts to give Henry back the seal of 

sta t e, t he latter ,£ries "Keineswegs!" and "Trat einen 

Schritt zurttck." When Henry speaks to Becket "seine Stimme 

klang misst6nig." Throughout the scene there is a marked 

contrast between the outraged gestures and outcries of 

the king and the motionless calm of Becket. Thus the 

ex-chancellor whispers at one point , which doesn't 

lessen the explosive effect his answer has on the king : 

"'So spricht kein Bischof!' rief -Herr Heinrich i ehrlicher 

Entrttstung." This emphasis on tone of voi ce continues. 

Becket begins to speak "mit sinkender, verMnderter 

Stimme," but this. answer apparently pleases t.r.e king no 

more than t he first : "'Ich bin ein Betrogenerlt schrie 

er und ·sprang von seinem Sitze empor." When the Saxons 

outside, who have followed Becket to the royal palace, 

begin to sing, Henry again becomes enra ged: 11 rou wiegelst 

mir die Sachsen auf, Rebelll Verrftter' schr i e er und 

tat einen Schritt gegen den Primas." The description of 

his enraged gestures and movements continues when "er 

griff mit den nervigen H!fnden in die Luft •••• "· The scene 

becomes still more dramatic when Eleanor "stttrzte 

herein und warf sich, in Trijnen aufgelBst, dem Primas 

zu Fttssen. 11 Her tone of voice is mentioned also: "'Ich 
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bin die gr~s s te der Sttnderinnen, r schluchzte sie •• ~1(,Hei lige ,PP.3~~j3j 

There are many more such scenes in the works by Meyer 

considered in this paper, and most of them owe much of 



( their drama t ic quality to close descripti on of ges tur e 

and tone of voice which ha s been discussed above. 

Meyerts patrician outlook on life has been 

mentioned above, as well as h i s extreme timi dity which 

led him to write about times which were more appealing 

to him tham the ubrutal" present . Since several critics 

(Burkhard, Baumgarten et al.) have tried to analyze 

Meyer's art by explaining it as the artistic outgrowth 

of his personality and Weltanschauung, this paper wil l 
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make a modest attempt to i nterpret Meyer•s crowd descriptions 

in the light of his character. Naturally descriptive 

technique in such scenes is not entirely to be explained 

by their author's personality, and other considerat i ons of 

an artistic nature which led the Swiss writer to desc r ibe 

masses of people as he did wi l l also be considered. 

Meyer never desc r ibes crowds sympathetically. One 

senses in his descriptions an aversion to and even a 

fear of the common people; probably Meyer's personality is 

responsible for this fact . A critic points out that 

"his tMeyertsl aristocratic nature felt repelled by 

everything common, petty and vulgar; his nervous frailty 

made him instinctively shun the rough and tumble of the 
1 

present and take refuge in t he past ." Meyer occasionally 

deals with the "rough and tumblet-t of the past in his 

works, however, and seems even to take pleasure in doing 

so, since the violence he depicts is ima ginary. He 
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apparently has much less avers ion to violence and bloodshed 

(e. g., conclusion of Hochzeit, of Jenatsch, murder of 

Becket in Heilig&) than to vul garity and pe t t iness. Thus, 

in his works t he aristocratic side of his nature is 

more important than the timid side, it seems, and it is 

this aristocratic outlook which probably ex lains Meyerts 

unsympathetic treatment of crowds and common people in 

general . 

A large crowd plays an important part in Die 

H·o·chzei t des Mt:Snchs , both during the trial of Astorre 

and Antiope and during t he wedding ball at the Vicedomini 

palace. Ve first become aware of it as Ascanio arrl his 

uncle , Ezzelin, await the arrival of the plaintiffs and 

defendants in the matter of Astorre 1 s infidelity to Diana, 

In einer Mor genstunde ••• lauschte der Tyrann 
mit seinem Neffen durch ein kleines Rundbogen
fenster seines Stadtturmes auf den anliegenden 
Platz hi nunter , den eine aufgeregte Menge fttllte , 
murmelnd und tosend wie die wechselnde Meereswoge 
(p. 363). 

The contrast between the powerful, int elligent tyrant, 

who looks gQ!,Il on the masses below wi th mixed pity and 

scorn, we feel, and the crowd, which is described almost 

as a ·raw elemental force, i s obvious. The scene is 

viewed from Ezzelin's vanta ge point , a safe and distant one, 

which permits Meyer to treat the throng collectively 

and to descr i be its changing emotions acoustically rather 

than visually. For i nstance, when t h e now unpopular 

monk appears the crowd vocalizes its disapproval: 



Jetzt erhob sich drunten auf dem Platze e i n 
Murren, ein Schelten, ein Verwtlnschen, ein 
Drohen (p. 366)0 

Meyerts tendency to describe a crowd acoustically is seen 

also in this description of the fest ivities on the night 

of the ball at the Vicedomini palace: 
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Das niederste und schlimmste Volk--Beutelschneider, 
Kuppler, Dirnen, Betteljungen--blies, ·kratzte, 
paukte, pfiff, quiekte, meckerte und grunzte ••• {p. 377)0 

In this descri tion Meyer is nearer the crowd and he makes 

some eff ort to divide it into separate elements. Again 

we sense that Meyer(through : Dante) feels nothing but 

revulsion for the crowd, and the two verbs, "meckerte" 

and " grunzte'' are particularly unsympathetic. It may 

also be argued tha t Meyer describes masses of common 

people unsympathetically because the story demands it. 

This is certainly the case in Hochzeit, but there is 

probably another reason which has been mentioned above: 

Meyer wants to portray his heroes as superior beings, 

and he does this not only by means of his perhaps 

idealized descriptions of Ezzelin, Dante, Jenatsch and 

others, but also by contrasting their grand bearing, 

gestures and appearance with the animal-like characteristics 

of the common crowd. We ,find this contrast between the 

hero and the common man in a crowd scene in Jenatsch 

which occurs when it is wildly rumored that a oortyred 

Catholic priest is reading mass in a near-by church: 

Vor ihnen[Jenatsch and Waser] dr!ngte sich Kopf 
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an Kopf die knieende, murmelnde Menge, We iber, 
Krttppel, Alte. Lttngs der W!fnde schoben sich 
dttrftige Mnnnergestalten, mit den langen, mageren 
Httlsen vorw!frts lauschend ••• (p. 38). 

Meyer describes Jenatsch, of course, as an athletic, 

tall, broad-shouldered man, a superior type. 

The acoustical element i n Meyer's descriptive 

technique has been mentioned in connection with crowd 

description above and will be treated here as another 

manifestation of the Swiss writer's striving for the grand 

style. Justification f.or discussing Meyerts des.-:cription 

of sound in this chapter is found in several facts, e.g.: 

acoustical descriptions are sometimes used in the works 

being considered in this paper to produce opera-like 
1 

scenes, and, moreover, these descriptions are used 

consciously, as are eyer's descripti ons of color, light 

and gesture, to produce the unusual, striking effect 

which is a characteristic of the grand style. 

Often description of sound in Meyer is used to take 

the place of a visual descript ion when an auditory one 

can be more effective. This descriptive technique is 

analogous to Meyerrs descript ion of gesture which often 

supplants conversation, e.g., Hans determines from the 

gestures of Tracy and three other knights that they intend 

to murder Becket. This use of an auditory description 

when a visual one seems more logica~ and vice versa, is 

probably explained by Meyer's fondness for the unusual 

and by a conscious attempt to introduce variety into his 
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descriptions. 

The s tr i ving to avoi d a dull description b y int roducing 

"sound ef fects" is illustrated in t his description f rom 

Jenatsch of a train of riders, seen from Lucretia's 

viewpoint: 

Es bewegte sich ••• ein langer, unterbrochener 
Zug, und ferner, verwi r rter Ym drang in 
ein~lnen T6nen zu ihr herttbero Sprengende 
Reitergr uppen liessen sich erraten, und leises 
Schellengeklingel der Lasttiere wurde vom 
Winde herffber geweht (p. 247). {Italics mine.) 

. ' 

In the description above we fi nd both visual and 

ac oustical sense data. In the description below Meyer ~s 

more daring and describes a scene altogether in auditory 

terms. This scene is taken f rom Jttrg Jenatsch and occurs 

when aser, made angry and curi ous a f ter being refuse d a 

room in an inn, watches it f rom a c oncealed van~age point: 

Aus dem Stalle der Herberge erscholl von 
Zeit zu Zeit das Wiehern eines Pferdes •••• 
Das Brausen der Wildb§che aus der Tiefe war, 
vom Nebel ged!mpft, dem Ohr kaum vernehmbar •••• 
Jetzt 1este sich von dem fernen Rauschen ein 
leiser, heller Ton ab, ein Geklingel, das nun 
verwehte-und nun nach einer Pause deutlicher 
emporstieg. Wieder verklang es und hub von 
neuem wieder an, diesmal nlher und lauter, als 
krlche es die Ber wand herauf, den Windungen 
eines Pf ades folgend•o••Jet~t ••• schlug der Ton 
von Menschenstimme-n an sein Ohr (po 22). 

This is probably one of Meyerfs best descripti ons, one 
r •;! , _.l(.; :~ ·t 

1.~ ~"' ::_ J' :~J\.: ~ - ~I;::~: - ?~••ft O 7_:\/ =~ .a, ..,_ ... _( ,\ ... •} '. •l •~ -). !: •:~· !: 

which at f irst is absolutely static in auditory terms 

and then subtly describes a t rain of riders in motion, 

with the aid of the als clause, without having the 

observer~ any part of the scene he describes. Typically, 

Meyer wants to crea~a mysterious atmosphere, and to do so 



he has the scene take place at night, and has it described 

by an observer who overcomes the obvious limitations 

imposed by darkness with an active imagination. oreover, 

there is a realism in this scene which we don't feel in 

many of Meyer's more conventional descriptions . One 

explanation for the greater realism of scenes described 

acoustically is t his : Meyer's visual descriptions often 

have a symbolic or at least associative significanee and 

the purely sensory data is usually scanty and quite 

vague, e . g .~ Becketts pale face, Jenatsch 1 s flaming 

eyes; sound impressions, on the other hand, are usually 

used decoratively by Meyer to give a scene an added 
1 

quality of realism. 

When Jenatsch is captured in Venice Duke Rohan 

happens to be watching from the balcony of his palace. 

Jenatsch's gondola is at quite a distance from the duke 

and the moonlight is . uncertain, so that he is unable to 

~ exactly what is transpiring. What he h~A, however, 

leaves no room for doubt that Jenatsch is being attacked: 

Er [Rohan] glaubte einen Augenblick im unsicheren 
Mondlicht eine grosse Gestalt mit gezogenem Degen 
auf dem Vorderteile des umzingelten Nachens zu 
erblicken, sie schien aus Ufer springen zu wollen-
da verwirrte sich die Gruppe zum undeutlichen 
Handgemenge. Leises Vaffengerlusch erreichte 
das Ohr des Herzogs ••• (p. 120). 

To digress briefly from the acoustical, it is interesting 

to note that all three of the previous descriptions are 

seen through the eyes of a Meyer figure (Lucretia, Waser 

and the l)u.ke)rather than being described directly by 
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Meyer; this is typical of the Swiss author and will be 

discussed in greater detail below. 

When Jenatsch and his men come to Rohan to inform 

him, in effect, that he has been betrayed, Meyer describes 

the dramatic entrance in an acoustical rather than visual 

manner: 

Als Wertmttller die Tttre des Vorsaales aufriss, 
ert~nte von unten her Gemurmel zahlreicher Stimmen 
und schleifendes Gerlusch treppansteigender Fttsse. 
Man vernahm Sporengeklirr und gedlmpften 
Wortwechsel (ppo 208-209). 

When, in Plautus 1m Nonnenkloster, Gertrud falls 

under the weight of the genuine cross, Meyer doesn't 

describe a look of consternation and amazement on the 

faces of the crowd, rather, "Ein Seufzer stieg aus der 

Brust von Tausenden" (p. 160). 
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Another use of acoustical effects in Meyer's descriptive 

technique occurs in the opera-like scenes mentioned -several 

times before. One such s·cene, whose wild music and violent 
1 

action reminds at least one critic of opera, occurs in 

!!ochzei t before the Vieedomini palac·e. A one-time monk, 

Serapion, and a disheveled woman constitute the central 

figures of the scene, while the it chorus" consists of "'das 

niederste und schlimmste Volk." The background description 

is suggestive of opera though it seems unlikely that 

Meyer envisaged the scene with that in mind : 

Eine alle erdenklichen Widersprttche ua1~:schne idenden 
MisstHne durcheinanderwerfende Musik, die einem 
rasenden Zanke der Verdammten in der H6lle glich, 
brach sich Bahn durch die bet!ubte und erg~tzte 
Menge (p. 377). 



Another scene which brings opera to mind occurs in 

Der Heilige when Becket, become an ascetic, is followed 

by a tattered train of downtrodden Saxons who act as a 

rather mournful choir. Aste Norman nobles await the 

entrance of the king, "da vernahm man aus der Ferne 

einen wunderlichen Klang. Es war eine fromme, einfttltige 

Litanei, die sich im Burghofe langsam n§herte, von tausend 

inbrfinstigen Stimmen halb kriegerisch, halti klagsam 

gesungen" (p. 373). Later, when he has been insulted by · 

the Normans who once feared him, Becket goes to a window 

and stretches his arms out over the Saxon throng: 
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Da stieg aus der Tiefe des Hofes ein lautes 
Get~ne auf, gemischt aus Geschrei des Weinens 
und der Freude, so dass man den Jubel vom 
Jammer nicht unterschieden und trennen konnte (p. 374). 

Acoustical elements appear most often in Meyer's 

descriptions used to evoke a "moodtt appropriate to a 

particular setting or situation. For instance, in Jenatsch 

the hero of the novel has an interview Jith Duke Rohan in 

a green, cool, luxuriant garden. The Duke and his entourage 

are desc r ibed with considerable emphasis on the richness 

of their fabrics, the nobility of their bearing, gesture 

and conversation, so that this scene might be called one 

of Meyerts most carefully worked descriptions. In this 

rich atmosphere, then, we f ind an appropriate acoustical 

element--"die melancholische Weise eines Volksliedes, 

die ein italienischer Junge in schttch terner Entfernung 

auf seiner Mandoline spielte" (p. 50). 



In Der Heilige we also f ind acoustical effects 

which aid in producing pecul iar mood and t~ atmosphere 

of a scene. When the news of Becket's murder is. noised 

abroad his Saxon followers t h rong to the cathedral where 

he met his death, and, as Hans moans, "'Mea cul pa, mea 

maxima culpa,'" their lamentations ring in his ears: 

Jetzt erh oben sich aus der dunkeln Tiefe des 
Schiffes zerreissende Kla get~ne, das Wehgeschrei 
wuchs und wuchs, und die Kirche f~l lte sich mit 
armea slchsischen Volke ••• (pp. 420-421). 

There are a few scenes in the works by Meyer 
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considered i n this paper which gain much of their eff ectiveness-' 

by means of an acoustical background of absolute silenceo 

This is the case in Meyer 1 s exguisite pictorial descri ption 

of Gnadets body in the Moorish cha~el . The mood of the 

scene is created by the pure, graceful Moorish architecture, 

the single stream of light pouring in the window, and by the 

unearthly beauty of Gnade 1 s corpse. Si nce in this atmosphere 

any sound would be out of place we read that "lautlose 

Stille herrschte" (Heilige, p. 344)~ 

The first sentence of Dante's story of the unfrocked 

monk describes an acoustical effect which helps set the 

mood of an important scene. Astorre 1 s brother and his 

brother's fiancee , Diana, are making their bridal trip 

on t he Brenta from a convent to the near-by city of Padua. 

The festive atmosphere of the scene is produced by mention 

of the beautiful weather and richly decorated bark in 

which Diana sits, "auf einem purpurnen Polster •••• " 

This scene is very like the garden desc r iption of Duke 



( Rohan mentioned above, and the accompanying musical element 

of the description is also s imilar: 

Wo sich der Gang der Brenta in einem schlanken 
Bogen der Stadt Padua nMhert ••• glitt an einem 
himmlischen Sommertage unter gedttmpftem 
Fl~tenschall eine bekr§nzte, von festlich 
Gekle ideten ttberfff l lte Barke auf dem schnellen, 
aber ruhigen Wasser (Hochzeit, p. 286). 

In the next para~raph we find more acoustical description: 

"Die Bootsknechte beg lei teten die sanfte Musik mit einan 

halblauten Gesange" (p. 287). 

Acoustical description is primarily responsible for 

the creation of atmosphere in another scene in the same 

Novells. Astorre 1 s father is on t ? e point of death; 

Ezzelin, Diana and the monk await 'solemnly, hushed, the 

coming of the priest who is to give the old sinner extreme 

unction, and in the background ttein Chor pr!ludierte 

ged8mpft, und das leise Schttttern eines Gl6ckchens wurde 

hHrbar" (p. 303). 

Thus, in this scene, as in others discussed previously, 

it is obvious that the mention of sound, or lack of it, 

is not accidental, not mere ornament, but a conscious 

striving for effect. The acoustical e f fect remains in 

the background, but it is nonetheless important in 

creating a pe cul iar mood. 

Several critics have pointed out Meyerts fondness 

for placi ng antithetical elements in opposition to 

each other in his fiction-Christianity and paganism, 
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( Gothic and classical art, the ethical and the aesthetic, 

Germanic and Romance culture-elements which he often 
1 

embodies in his characters. Thus in Plautus im Nonnen-

kloster Poggio typifies the Italian Renaissance, with his 

love for beauty and wit, and Gertrud t he German Reformation. 

In Hochzeit, Germano, with his blunt honesty, represents 

the typical Ge rman man while Ezzelin represents a shrewd, 

powerful ruthless Italian type. The contrast between 

Becket, the spiritual, sentimentalisch type and King 

Henry, the physical, ,llW type produces the principal 

conflict of the Kovelle. In short, a f ter close examination 

of the four works by Meyer whi ch are treated in this 

paper, it becomes obvious t hat an tithetical elements 

such as those just mentioned are consciously contrasted 

and emphasized in a manner whi ch r eveals itself in the 

descripti~e technique of t he Swiss poeto In fact, some 

descriptions which wi l l be discussed below aim so 

obviously to contrast opposit es that consideration of them 

in any other frame of reference would amount to oblique 

criticism. Moreover, since the contrast between Germanic 

and Romance culture very often i nvolves richly described 

scenes of the type several times mentiqned above, this 

subject is considered in the chapter on the grand style 

and will conclude it. 

Often in Meyer 1 s works broad c ontrasts are the key 

to characterization. We see this in the cont rast between 

the ascetic, rather f rail, fei_Q Becket and the hearty, 
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( blue-eyed Henry, and also i n t he description of the 

large-limbed, statuesque Diana, and small, vivacious 

Antiope. These contrasts serve primarily, however, as 

a means of characterization, and wiil be considered in 
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that light . Here the purpose of our discussion is to show 

Meyer's consciousness of the cultural and physical differences 

between races (using the term in its less strict sense), 

in particular, between the northern, Germanic , and the 

southern, Romance civilization and people. It is not 

difficult to see how Meyer came to be so aware of the 

differences between the two cultures, as he must have 

been. He ~-iived in Switzerland where not only geography 

but also language would obviously lead to such an awareness 

which, in the artistic personality, was hei ghtened and rmde 

still more alive to the Teutonic-Mediterranean distinction. 

Another important cause for this awareness was doubtless 

Meyer• s Italian experience d_iscussed above, an experience 
... 

which meant much to many German writers and which perhaps .,., 

also led to the culture contrast found in the works of 

some of these writers, e.g., Heinrich and Thomas Mann. 

Meyer was attracted by the language and artistic ideals 

of both the Romance and Germanic cultur~s, and to such an 

extent that his decision to become wholi~ a German 

artist, a decision brought about by the ranco-Prussian 

war, is treated by Mayne as a turning point in the autilor 1 s 

life and artistic career.
1 

Thus, [eyer I s political sympathies 



( 

~ 
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probably also contributed to his consciousness of the contrast 

between the two cultures. In the textual references below 

we will see not only how he trea t ed this contrast descr iptively 

but also what was his conception of the cultures he de picted 

and their representatives. 

In the novel Jttrg Jenatsch Meyer treats principally 

the contrast between Italian and Germanic culture and 

racial characteristics (the term "race 11 again used loosely) . 

He does this by emphasizing the pronounced differences, 

as he concieved them, between I t alian and Ge rman architecture, 

social usages and physical types. For i n stance, there is 

a striking contrast between Fauschts quiet , luxurious 

taproom in Venice and the bustling, rudely furnished 

one in Thusis. The atmosphere of the one is suggestive of 

Italian elegance and l ove .of beauty while that of the other 

has in it t he simplicity and rude strength which Meyer 

apparently saw in the German character and culture: 

Das schmale Gemach lag jetzt im Halbdunkel, 
nur durch ein hochgelegenes Rundfenster ttber 
der Tffr drang ein r~tlicher, von goldenen 
StMubchen durchspielter Sonnenstrahl in seine 
Tiefe und blitzte in den aufgereihten, 
fein geschliffenen Kelchen und funkelte in dem 
Purpurweine ••• (p. 85). (Italics mine.) 

Now, to use Ruskin's words (in The Stones of Venice), let 

us leave thi s "great peacefulness of light" anl "pass 

farther towards the north, until we see the orient colours 

change gradually into a vast belt of rainy green." The 

scene is a tavern in Thusis: 



( 

Wild und l aut ging es diesen Abend in der 
ehrbaren Herberge zum schwarzen Adler zu. 
Das beh!bige Haus schenkte sein Getr ttnk , 
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den dunkeln, ••• nach Landessitte in zwei verschiedenen 
Stuben aus, die rechts und l inks von dem gepflasterten 
Flur sich gegenttbe-rDa1gen. Der eine Raum, die 
eigentliche Schenke mit den rohen Bttnken und 

,,. Tisohen fil!2 Tannenholz, war von l§rmenden 
Marktleuten, ViehhMndlern, Sennen und Jttgern ••• 
ffberfttllt •••• Die jugendliche Schenkin ••• hatte 
mehr zu tun, als ihr lieb wa r, um die bauchigen 
SteinkrUge wieder und wiede r zu fttllen ••• (p. 161). 
(Italics m-ine.) 

Certainly in t hi s latter desc r iption we find the Gothic 

"wildness of thought, and roughness of work," (to quote 

Ruskin aga in) that is of the North. In this setting we 

f ind also one of Meyerts German 11 typ s,u the ho s t of 

the tavern: 

Zwischen beiden R§umen schri tt ••• der fe ste Wirt, 
Ammann Mffller, in unerschtttter l icher gelassener 
Gutmfftigkeit hin und her. Eben fttllte seine 
breite, vierecktge Ges talt wieder die Ttir der 
Schenke (p. 161. 

Compare his square German figu r e with ~ yer 1 s conception 

of the Italian or Mediterranean type in this sketch of 

Serbellon!i: 

Der andre (Serbellonil, ein hagerer, vornehmer 
Sechziger, beobachtete ihn gelas sen. Die Haltung 
die se s Edelmannes war aus ita l ienischer Urbanitttt 
und spanischer Grandezza gemischt •••• Seine Mutter, 
die eine Mendoza war, hatte ihm mit ihrem Blute-
n~ben dem r6tlichen Haar und der hellen Hautfarbe-
einen Zug von spanischer Hochfahrt und Unnahba rkeit 
gegeben ••• (Jenatsch, p. 235). (Italics mine.) 

We learn e lsewhere that Serbelloni has also inherited an 

uimposante Adlernase" (p. 235). 

These desc r iptions show that Meyer was conscious ly 

describing not an individual, but a type, and i n doing so 



( he was character izing a wh ol e race. To eyer, a ppar ently, 

"Gutmtttigkeit" i s as German as "Urbanit!1t" i s Italian, 

and this same contrast occur s a ll t hrough the novel. 

Both types are described to e t her when JUr g sees -aser, 

a Swiss, conversing with an important Venetian off icial, 

Grimani: 

Als die Gondel im Canal grande vor den Marmor
stufen des herzogli chen Pala stes neben einer 
andern, zur Abfahrt bereiten anlegte, zeigten 
sich auf der Schwelle des sch~n gew6lbten 
Tores zwei MMnnerge s talten in Staatstracht, die 
sich in ausdrucksvoll er Silhouette voa hell en 
Hintergrunde der glttnzend erleuchteten Halle 
abhobeno Die eine zeigte den f einen Bau und 
die ruhige, geschmeidige Bewe gung des vor nehmen 
Venetianers, die andre, von behaglicher Ffllle 
und deutsch ehrba r em Ansehen, weiger t e sich 
mit etwas kleinst!fdt i scher H~f lichkeit,<iak·v·oPtiliit 
zu neh men (p. 111). 

Thus, Meyer pictures the German ty pe as "ehrbar," t he 

Italian "vornehm," a contras t wh ich obviously applies to 

character a s well as to exterior appearance. Later in 

the novel Gr i manits Italian el e ance is re-emphasized 

when he appears a s a "feine bleiche iann " ( p . 129) o The 

re curring qua1 ·ty of feinheit which seems to be a n 

essentia l charac ter i stic of t e ari s t ocr atic Ita l ia n 
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is menti oned in a de sc r iption of Count Travers, "ein noch 

j ugendlicher Mann mit scharf aus gepr!gten i talienischen ZUgen 

und f ester Feinheit des Ausdrucks ••• " (Jenatsch, p. 166). 

In,Per Heilige the Germanic and Romance racial 

types are cont r as ted by Bertran de Born who seems to be as 

aware of cultura l and phys i ca l di fferences between southern 

France and Germany as is Meyer. Hans is aware of the contra s t 



too. Note how he characterizes the figures he describes: 

by their gestures, eyes and speech: "Es waren Slldfranzosen 

von gelenken .Gliedern, feuri gen A~gen und geflttgelter 

Rede ••• " (p. 391). In this description and others be l ow 

we see Meyer doesn't confine his contrast of racial or 

national types to the~r background and physical appearance; 

their ranner of speech is also an important characterizing 

motif. 

Te more tempest ous quality of the Mediterranean 

type, suggested above by the words , Hfeuri gen Augen ," is 

re-emphasized when our attention is brought to bear 

on Bertran de Born's "brennenden Augen und flatte rnden 

Haaren"(p. 392). 

The same characteristics which Hans notices in t he 

Frenchmen are mentioned in Born's hate-fil l ed speech 

to his admirers--gesture, eyes and ma nner of sp~ech--and 

both men are aware of the fact that they are characterizing 

an entire racial type, especially the minstrel, who says: 

"Rasset ihr sie doch auch ia still en, _ihr 
Provenza l en und Aquitanier, Kinder der Sonne, 
diese Leute des Nordens mit den gepanzerten 
Gliedern und steifen Gebttrden, mit der 
herrischen Sprache und begehrlichen Augenl" 
(p. 392)0 

Born I s /llords, "Kinder ·der Sonne " bring to mind Ruskin ts 

' 
description (in The Stones of Venice)crsouthern Europe 

with its "ceaseless sunshine " and "cloudless sky," while 

the rem.ark about "gepanzerten Gliedern" reminds one 

immediately of Meyer•s very German character in Die 
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Hochzeit des M~nchs whose name, significantly, is Germano. 

Plautus im Nonnenkl oster is a study in the Germanic-

Romance contrast . The narrator of the story, a cu l tured, 

witty, urbane man of the Renaissance, i s very conscious 

of the racial contrast between himself and Hans and 

Gertrud, and he informs his small audience at one point, 

referring to Gertrud, that,uNi cht diese Worte brauchte 

die blonieGermanin, sondern einfachere, ja derbe und 

plumpe, welche sich aber aus einer barbarischen in unsere 

gebildete toskanische Sprache nicht ttbersetzen liessen, 

ohne b§urisch und grotesk zu werden ••• " (p. 140). 

The descriptions of t he main characters of this 

tale , as we might expect, also point up the northern

southern, possibly Gothic-Renaissance contrast. Poggio, 

the narrator, has a 11 scharf geschnittener , greiser 

Kopf," later mentioned as a "geistreichen {Kopf]," and 

has "beredten Lippen" (p. 130). In Hans, a Rhaetian, 

there is a mixture of northern and southern blood, 

though he is predominantly a German type and is described 

accordingly: 

Dem kr§ftigen Jttngling, der ttbrigens in GebMrde 
und Rede--es mochte ein Tropfen romanischen Blutes 
in dem seinigen liessen--viel natttrlichen 
Anstand hatte, rollten Trttnen ttber das sonne
verbrannte Ge s icht (p. 135)0 

Gertrud, the young girl whom Hans loves, also has the 

powerful body of the German type, plus another German 

characteristic--blond hair . Poggio describes her as, 

"kr!fftig gebildet, ••• die Kapuze der weissen Kutte ttber 
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eine Last von blonden Flechten und einen sta r ken , luft

bedffrftigen Nacken zurttckgeworf en" ( p . 139). 
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We find this same German type , for Faus ch (in Jenatsch) , 

Hans the Bowman and Herr Rollo (in Heilige), and Hans von 

Splttgen (in Plautus), are all variations on the same 

Teutonic theme , in Die Hochzeit~ M6nchs. Considering 

the character's name , which is Germano, it seems obvious 

that Meyer intends to embody in him all that is German-

honesty, strength , good-humor , a certain rudeness, and 

frankness. Manner of speech is almost as imp ortant as 

actual description i n characterizing Ge rmano, 11 ein Krie gs

mann von treuherzi gea Aussehen ••• , der einen Ringelpanzer 

und einen lang herabhangenden Schnurrbart trug," and who 

speaks to Dant.e, "sein Italienisch mit einem leichten 

deutschen Akzent aussprechend" (p. 282), because it indica tes 

t hat even in Cangrandets polished, very sophisticated 

circle of courtiers the German hasntt lost t he good (and 

bad) qua l ities which are his by virtue of his race. 

Except for Diana, most of the other characters-

Dante, Ezzelin (or Cangrande, wh o is t he fictional model 

for another fictional character), Ascanio--are variations 

of the Romance type. Diana has something of both cultures 

in her , as Dante points out in hi s story: 

Ihre Mutter war eine Deutsche gewesen, ja eine 
Staufin, wie einige behaupteten , f reilich nur 
dem Blute, nicht dem Gesetze nach. Deutschland 
und Welschland batten zusammen als gute Schwestern 
diese grosse Gestalt gebaut (ppo 290-29lt. 

Dianats size is in itself unimportant; wha t is important 



( is that here again we find proof of Meyer's consciousness 

oft e contrast between the northern and southern cultures 

and types. 

In summation, we find t ha t in the f our works by Meyer 

considered in this paper considerable emphasis is placed 

on the contrast between the Germanic and Romance cultures 

and people. The contrast is expressed not only in 

descri ptions of representatives of these cultures, but 

also in descriptions of their s ocial and architectural 

background, e.g., the taprooms in Thusis and Venice 

(in Jenatsch). Meyer's conception of the two types now 

seems rather conventional, that is, the German type is 

always outspoken, f rank, loyal and honest, while the 

French or Italian character is always intelligent, 

aristocratic, and elegant. Nonetheless, the contrast, 

considered in its literary form, is one of the most 

interesting aspects of Meyer's art. 

II 

Mannerism and Affectation in 

Meyer's Descriptive Technique 

In the preceding chapter it has been hinted that 

Meyer's descriptive technique is not above some adverse 

criticism, and, since most of what is bad in Meyer's 

descriptions can be explained and discussed in a single 

frame of reference, t h is criticism will appear in a single, 
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shorter chapter. There is another reason for lumping 

together here most of the evidence which tends to sh ow 

Meyer's descriptive technique in an unfavorable light: 

mannerism, as it refers to a descriptive technique, de s ignates 

some sort of recurring pecul i a rity or eccentricity of 

l iterary expression, which, i f done consciously, as it 

almost certainly was done in eyer's case, becomes affectation. 

In the chapter above on the grand style we saw that Meyer 

was apparently striving consciously for a grand effect 

with his descriptions of magnificent gesture, elegant 

background and noble features . Occasionally this 

conscious effort, perhaps overstrained, leads to exa ggeration 

and pose. As one critic puts it, ••sometimes Meyerts 
l manner becomes mere mannerism." Even a contemporary of 

Meyer, Gottfried Keller, made several remarks in letters 

to friends to the effect that Meyer's style was inclined 

to be affected and filled with mannerisms . Arthur Burkhard 

believes that in these remarks Keller hit upon one of the 

chief defects of Meyerts art and s~ys, "With its insistence 

on nobility , sublimity, luxuriant grandeur , manifest 

in the repeated occurrence of epithets like edel , erhaben, 

~.i;mig, his [Keyer 1 sl Poesie is Kunstpoesie, his Kunst, 
2 

Luxuskunst. 11 Thus, this chapter is really a logical 

extension of the preceding one and aims to show h ow the 

grand style, carried too far and employed with too little 

restraint, is, in effect, the chief cause of most of the 



adverse criticism which has been leveled at Meyer 1 s 

descriptive technique. 

One of Meyer's less charitable critics (Baumgarten) 

believes that the author's inclination to have scenes 

described from the viewpoint of a spectator in the story 

and to describe scenes in a plastisch manner grew into 

mannerism when these two techniques became an all too 

conscious theory of art. In fact, Baumgarten believes 

it is an artistic mistake to try to express in one form 

of art, e .g., literature, what can be expressed only in 
1 

anot~er, such as painting or sculpture. He condemns 

the Swiss writer's art because it tries to go beyond 

its own boundaries and to use effects borrowed from other 

art forms to produce a sensational or exotic effect. 

This occurs, Baumgarten believes, when Meyer describes 

Ezzelin in the pose of Michelangelots Moses (Hochzei t , 
< 2 

PP• 299, 318). The critic does not believe, moreover, 

that Meyer even had the ability to visualize scenes, 

and says, ttsensory plasticity was not so much of Meyer's 

nature as born of his yearning lfor it~. This yearning 

led him to overstrain his innate talent and led him to 

an imitation of pictorial art which was in bad taste." 

This critic becomes almost savage as he continues to 

condemn Meyer's descriptive technique: 11Meyer 1 s Bild

haftigkeit is a substitute for his lack of poetic power: 

the mask for a countenance without expression. Keller 

visualizes his faces, Meyer describes various artistic 
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impressions •••• Kellerts images come from abundanc e , 

Meyer's images from [artistic~ poverty ." Baumgarten sees 

Meyer as an aesthete who knew only the surface of life 

and thus depicted only the surface in his pictorial 

descriptions of static scenes and enigmatic characterso 

The Swiss writer, he believes, knew only the surface of 

life because he had "never experienced passion and never 

saw it in life. Only in museums had he seen heroes 

in pictures ••• oHe knew only the exterior appearance of 

the great . e could only portray heroic allure, not monu-
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mental passion: gesture instead of life , a museum-recollection 

instead of experience •••• Instead of the object he gave 

a picture. ,.l 

Baumgartents criticism has been quoted above at 

some length because it helps to show that Meyer's pictorial 

descriptive technique is striking rather than modest-this 

is a characteristic of the grand style-and that one either 

likes it very much or detests it. 

Much of what Baumgarten says in regard to Meyer 's 

unexciting, passionless existence is supported by one of 

the poet's biographers, Mayne, and it also seems likely 

that recollections of works of art seen in Mttnchen , 

Paris and in Italy exercized an influence on the Swiss 

author's descriptions, which often make reference to a 

work of art, e.g., P1oggio's examination of a piece of 

sculpture by an old master (Plautus, p. 139). It is 

also true that Meyer had a fondness for having a spectator, 



often in hiding, or watching from a position wh i ch restricts 

his field of vision, describe the scenes of a story. In 

Jenatsch many scenes are described from the viewpoint of 

Waser, Fausch, Wertmffller, Lucretia or Jtirg himself. In 

~~r. Heilige all the scenes within the story proper (i.e., 

not in the frame ) are described by Hans, who, very often , 

is in hiding or is eavesdropping. To say, however, that 

Meyer's tendency to describe in a graphic manner was due 

to his "lack of poetic power," seems- to this writer to be 

an exaggeration. It seems far more likely that the 

pictorial, plastisch descriptive technique, rather than 

being a sort of artistic substitute for imagination and 

the abi l ity to visualize a scene, which Meyer certainly 

had, was consciously developed to meet the artistic 

requirements of the grand style. ' hether or not Meyer's 

pictorial scenes, which have already been discussed, 

are described in bad taste is a question of the individual 

judgment. To .be more definite: in the scenes described 

in a pictorial manner which are found in the four works 

treated in this paper I found no description which seemed 

to me to be in bad taste; in fact, these -longer , more 

"ambitioustt descriptions are , I th_ink, examples of Meyer's 

art at its best and most typical. In these descriptions 
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one finds only one artistic element which might be considered 
. 

objectionable, that is the perhaps excessive use of 

alliteration. 

Although it appears that Baumgarten has exaggerated 



in his criticism of _Meyer 1 s Bildhaftigkeit, it is certainly 

true that there is mannerism in Meyer's descriptive 

technique . 1t is more often found, however, in brief 

descriptions, particularly of the head, face, facial 

features and eyes, whose purpose is to reveal a fleeting 

emotion or state of mind, rather than in the longer, 

obviously more carefully written descriptions mentioned 

above. Meyer seems to want to avoid at all costs simply 

telling the reader outright the emotions of his figures. 

Thus, he describes their external features in a manner 

which indicates their inner state. Me uses this method so 

frequently that it apparently becomes an artistic habit, 

a formula; thus the mannerism in Meyerts works. 

One of the most obvious formulas for expressing 

emotion used by Meyer is description of t he eyes when 

such description has no real relation to the appearance 

of the fictional personality involved . For instance, 

in Jenatsch Pompejus Planta plots the death of the novelrs 

hero, whom he detests, and at a particular bitter outburst, 

tt fuhr ein Blitz des Hasses aus den Augen des Freiherrn 

(Planta1" (p. 27) o When Lucretia sees Jena tsch, the man 

who . murdered her father, "ihre ganze Seele trat in die 

erschrockenen Augen ••• 11 (p. 116). When Duke Rohan's 

troops march out of Chur, Baron Lecques is stil l enraged 

by Jenatsch's betrayal of the duke, his superior, and 

"das jugendliche Feuer seiner Augen sprtthte Funken des 

Hasses ••• 11 (p. 216). The association of fire with the 
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eyes, which is very characteristic of Meyer, recurs in 

this mention of Jenatsch who is angered by slow negotiation 

procedures: "Ein unheimliches Feuer fuhr aus den Augen 

des Btindners ••• " (p. 239). This is probably typical of 

Meyer at his worst; he heightens, or tries to heighten, 

the heroic qualities of his superior figures not by 

more profou~d psychologival analysis, but by having 

"uncanny fire'' spew from their eyes. 

Another descriptive convention for expressing 

extreme anger is the rolling of eyes, a literary convention 

which one can't imagine findi ng in the works of prominent 

English and French contemporary writers and which doubtles$ 

had long since gone out of fashion in German literature 

also. Nonetheless in Meyer's work we find this artistic 

anachronism used several times. When, in Der Heilige, 

King Henry flies into a rage because he has just learned 

Becket has again defied him, he walks back and forth, 

"mit rollenden Augent' (p. 409). In Hochzeit, Cangrande ts 

pedantic ceremonial master, Burcardo, resents Danters 

use of his name in the story of the unfrocked monk and 

reveals his anger, formula-like, when "er runzelte die 

Brauen und rollte die Augen" { • 322). 

The use of a description, sometimes a very vague 

one, of the head, face or facial features whose purpose is 

' to reveal a fleeting emotion or state of mind is also 

very common in Meyer. Such descriptions are not_ nec~ssarily 

bad. As we have seen, Meyer almost always reveals character 
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and emotion by exterior descriptions, a me thod which requires 

considerable imagina t ion and a certa i n subtl ety in order 

to avoid too frequent repetition of the same description. 

The sketches which appear here, on the other hand, a re 

poor for a variety of rea sons usua l ly involving the fa ct 

tha t they are extremely vague and really have little 

relation to the physical appearance of that which is 

described. 

There are many more examples of the mannerism 

discussed above in Jenatsch than in Hochzeit, Heili&e 

and Plautus together. Outside of the fact that Jenatsch 

is longer than the other three works together, this 

is probably expl ained by Meyer's lack of experience in 

using his own external method of characterization in t he 

novel, which appeared in 1876. He used it more sucessfully 

in 12!!!: Heilige (1880), Plautus im Nonnenkloster (1882), 

and y~ Hochz!!U, des M~nchs (1884); as we will see, most 

of t he quotations below come from Jenatsch, which is a 

point i n Meyerts favor. 

We have already noticed how .i: eyer tries to heighten 

the heroic atmosphere which surrounds his superior 

characters by having fire or lightning spurt from their 

eyes. He uses other descriptive meth ods which are 

designed to make his figures appear to be supermen, 

methods which result in sometime s incredible descriptions. 

For instance, this desc r i ption of Jenatsch from aser 1 s 

point of view: "Er [WaserJ ftlhlte sich ein wenig gedr ttckt 



neben der athletischen Gestalt des Bttndners, von dessen 

braunea, b§rtigem Haupte ein Feuerschein wilder Kraft 

ausging" (ppo 32- 33). The familiar flame motif reappears 

used as an external revelation of Jenatschts anger, and 

i~ again seen from Waser's viewpoint: "Jetzt fuhr eine 

dffstere Flamme ttber das Antlitz des Bttndners" (p. 43). 
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A short time later, Lucia, Jttrgrs wife, finds him in a 

better mood when she gazes at UJtfrgs ttbermtttiges Angesicht, 

aus dem eine wilde Freude sprtthte" (p. 59). Jffrg•s is 

doubtless one of the most expressive faces in literature; 

Duke Rohan notices at one point that,"ein unheimliches 

Wetterleuchten flog durch die Zttge des Bflndners ••• n (p. 174). 

Later, when Jenatsch learns .of the death of the Duke 

Waser notices that " ••• es ging wie ein grauer Todesschatten 

ffber sein Antlitz" (p. 263). 

In 12§~ Heilige Becket, who is another of Meyer's 

superior men, is always described in a manner which 

suggests his superiority, and occasionally the result is 

an exaggerated, incredible, even meaningless description . 

This occurs when King Henry asks Becket, now become a 

religious fanatic, 111 Wem habe ich dich abgetreten? 1 " 

As the archbishop silently points to heaven, "ein 

fl.berirdisches Licht umglttnzte ••• sein~ Stirn" (p. 377)0 

The same overstrained striving to express the supernatural 

can be detected in this description, which being a simile, 

is at least more credible: "Das Antlitz des Herrn Thomas ••• 

leuchtete wie das eines Engels ••• " (p. 404). 



Dante, who narrates the st ory of the unfrocked monk , 

is also a super ior charac ter and the Swiss writer suggests 

this when he introduces him, a Hgravit!ftischer Mann , 

dessen grosse Zffge und lange Gew8nder aus einer andern 

Welt zu sein schienen" (Hochzeit , p. 280). But again 

Meyer exaggerates in trying to suggest Dante 1 s moral and 

intellectual superi ority, when, at a point early in the 

story, he writes, "eine himmlische VerkHfrung erleuchte te 

seine {Dante ts) strengen Zttge 0 (p. 284). 

In summation of this short chapter l ittle remains 

to be said which was not mentioned by way of introduction, 

and these general observations will conclude the chaptero 

As we have seen, that which is most objectionable 

in Meyer 1 s descriptions--exaggeration , artificiality, 

affectation--comes from his striving for the grand style, 

which, at least in Meyer 's conce ption of it, requires 

that the fi gures of a story be treated in an exterior 

manner. As Corrodi points out: "We see {Meyer's] 

charac ters in a concentrated light , see them move as 

plastic figures , hear them speak; everything which can 

be perceived by the senses is re ported •••• What goes on 

in them, however, wha t moves them in the i r innermost 
1 
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being we must guess.tt This exterior method of characteriza t ion 

can lead to mannerism, as it does in these four works· of 

Meyer , but it is a mannerism more closely related to 

character de l ineation than to descri ption. The descriptions 

which the Swiss poet consciously means to be decorative 



and pictorial, as for instance the description of Duke 

Rohan's party standing before a cathedral in Venice, 

or the description of Gnade's corpse, and which have 

nothing to do with revelation of emotion or character , 

as do the brief sketches discussed above, are charming, 

impressive examples of Meyer's best work . 

III 

Meyer's External Treatment 

of his Fictional Characters 

It has been mentioned several times previously that 

Meyer prefers to reveal his characters' state of mind 

by means of exterior desc r iption rather than by the more 

direct and conventional method of divulging their thoughts 

to the reader . Meyer prefers 0 to describe involved mental 

occurrences with out direct psychological statement ••• , to 

let the reader deduct them fr om indications of the external 
1 

attitude ••• J' That is, he characterizes his figures by 

means of mi icry, gesture and movement, in the manner of 
2 

a painter or sculptor . And, as one critic points out, 

this external method of characterization i s particularly 

well-suited to Meyerts work because of the Swiss writer's 

fondness for dealing with the obscure figures of history 

whose enigmatic character is preserved, even heightened, 

by preventing the reader from knowing their innermost 
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thoughts. For instance, the characterization of Meyerts 

most mysterious and contradic t ory figure, Thomas Becket, 
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1 
owes much of its effectivene ss to Meyerts external approach . 

In the portrayal of Becket we find a "strong illumination 

of the exterior figure and mysterious darkness over the 

inner life."2 In regard to Becket's inscrutable character, 

apparently intentionally made so by the author, it is 

interesting to note that Hans the Bowman implicitly 

condemns Meyer's method of characterization in an aside 

to the Canon. This is obviously a piece of irony on 

Meyerts part. Hans says: 

Habt Ihr das aus Byzanz gekommene Bild gesehen , 
das die M~nche in Allerhei l igen zu Schaffhausen 
als ihren besten Schatz httten? Es ist ein toter 
Salvator mit eingesunkenen Augen und geschlossenen 
Lidern; aber betrachte t nan ihn lMnger, so Mndert 
er durch eine List der Zeichnung und Verteilung 
der Schatten die Miene und sieht Euch mit offenen 
Schmerzensaugen traurig an . Eine unehrliche 
Kunst, Herr! Denn der Maler soll nicht zweideutig, 
sondern klar seine Striche ziehen (p . 353) . 

It can be argued that the revela t ion of the 

psychology of fi ctional characters merely through description 

of their f eatures and gestures is impossible, and that 

what Meyer really does is to disguise psychological 

analysis as sensory description. 3 The first argument 

may or may not be true; the Swiss writer's method of 

characterization at any rate is not limited exclusively 

to description . The second argument, as we will see, is 

definitely true, and in t he f ollowing pages, which will 

be devoted t o a considerat i on of ieyer's external 



characteriza tion and other r elated element s of his 

descriptive technique, much emphasis will be placed on 

the distinction between pure l y decorative descriptive 

matter and that which has associative or even symbolic 

si gnificance. 
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As we wil l se·e below, Meyert s description of cha racters, 

even important ones, is essentially vague and unconcerned 

with incidental details . hat i s important in h is descriptions 

of f ictional personalities is not what can be seen ~ith 

the eyes, but the significance of that which lies beyond 
1 

the realm of the purely sensory. In fact, this statement 

of Burkhard might be considered a summation of Meyer 1 s 

descriptive technique as it i s related to characterization: 

"•o•with :Meyer ••• face and heart are identical. The 
2 features are the index of character.•• In the paragraphs 

below, then, it will be shown that the Swiss poetts 

method of character revela t ion is one based on the 

exterior, sur f ace description of his figures , description 

which is subtly mixed with psychological analysis. 

This description of Pompejus Plan ta, 9'.!en through 

Waser's eyes , bears out what has just been saido The 

single phr ase, "in seinen Zttgen," externalizes this 

revela tion of emotion: "Die stolze krtt f tige Lebenslust 

war geschwunden , und in seinen (Planta 1 s] Zttgen kttmpften 

heisser Groll und tiefer Jammer" (Jenatsch, p. 27). 

When Waser tells Jenatsch of Planta•s intention to have 

him murdered, the Protestant preacher wh o is to become 



a popular hero becomes cold, reserved and distant, as he 

often does o Meyer doesntt state this emotional change 

directly, however ; he has Waser ~ it: ntArme Lucretia!• 

h~rte aser ihn aus tiefster Seele seufzen, dann wurde 

sein Ausdruck immer rMtselhafter, vers.chlossener, und 

hMrtete sich zur Undurchdringlichkeit" (pp. 43--44). 

This same change in Jenatsch's state of mind occurs 

when, in Venice, he i s going by gondola to Duke Rohan's 

palace with Wertmtiller, the ?)\lkets aide. Again Meyer 

doesntt take a conventional, direct approach; he has 

Wertmttller ~ the change: 

Das braune Antlit~ des in der Gondel Zurl!fck
gelehnten [Jenatsch), das er [Wertmttller) im 
Laufe dieses Tages immer belebt und bewegt 
gesehen hatte von den verschiedens t en 
Ausserungen eines feurigen Temperamentes und 
geschmeidigen Geistes, es war wie erstorben 
und erkaltet zu metallener H!rte. Unverwandt 
staunte es vor sich hin ••• und erschien 
fremdartig verzo 0 en und drohend in seiner 
Erstarrung ( p . 110). 

One of the best emamples of eyer's revelation of emotion 

through description of gesture and f acial expression 

occurs in~~ Heilige just after King Henry has made an 

angry statement to the effect that no one has courage 

enough to get r id of Becket for him. There is an 

immediate reaction on the part of four knights, the same 

four who later murde r the archbishop, and this physical 

reaction , seen from Hans' viewpoint, takes the place of 

direct statement : 

Noch seh ' ich, wie Herr Hug sich die Lippe 
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benagte, wie Herr i nald s ei ne we i chen Langhaare 
um die Finger schlang und zerriss, wMhrend Herrn 
Richard der Zorn dunkelrot in die Stirne stieg , 
und der witzi ge Mund des Herrn Wilhelm Tracy, der 
sonst voller Gel§chter war, sich zum bitters ten 
Hohne verzog (pp. •~n:~410) . 

~hen one of Meyer's f i gures becomes troubled or 

worried, the effect in descriptive terms is almost 

always the same. The charac ter draws his (or her) 

eyebrows together or furrows appea r in t ' forehead . In 

fact this description occurs so often that it could be 

treated as a mannerism were it not or the fa ct that in 

normal reading this particular "formula" for express ing 

emotion is not noticeable and is thus not ar tistically 

objectionable. 

In the inn at Thusis (in Jenatsch) a young waitress 

is pestered on all sides for service and thus she, "zog 

immer finsterer die Brauen zusammen" (p. 161)0 Jenatsch 

is worried by the withdrawal of Duke ohan's troops f rom 

the border and appears in the inn "mit zusammengezogenen 

Brauen ••• 11 ( p . 167) . In Der Hei l ige King Henry is both 

angry and worried when Becke t returns t he seal of state 

to him, thus signifying he will no l onger act as 
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chancellor, and the ruler "runzelte argw8hnisch die Sti rn.oo" 

(p. 377). In a later meeting with Becket, Henry's emotion 

is described in the same manner: 

"Wohin dr!ingst du mich, Thomas?" begann er. 
"!ch soll meine Normannen erzttrnen? ••• Will s t du 
mich verderben?~ ••• Er runzelte die Stirn,als 
mtthe er sich nachzudenken .oo( p. 404). 



Herr Rollo, who learns with r egret tha t Ha ns t he Bowman 

plans to leave the service of the king, reveals his 

state of mind just as t he king does : "'Wie, du gehst, 

Bogner? Der K~nig wird dich missenJt iwarf er hin und 

runzelte die Stirn" (p. 426). In Plautus J:m Nonnenkloster 

Poggio notices "tiefe Furchen in Gertrudens junge Stirne 

. h " h zie en ••• , w en she laments the f act tat she is 

bound by oa th ·to become a nun ( p . 143). In Hochzill 

Antiope's demented mother insults Diana whose inner 

emotion, which leads to her str i king Antiope, is likewise 

externalized in this descri t i on : 

Durch die r ohe Verh~hnung ihres Leibes und ihr er 
Seele auf gebracht, tief emp~rt, zog sie die 
Brauen zusammen und ballte die HMnde (p. 341) . 

As wel l as revealing f l eeting emotions, Meyerts 

descri ptions a l so have the important purpose of revea l ing 

a fictional personality's character . This fact should 

be obvious in many desc r i tions which occur above, 

and those which appear in t he following pa r a gr~ phs 

are simply additional proof of Burkhard 1 s statement 

that, 11 ••• with Meyer ••• face and heart are identical. 

The features are the index of character."~ The 

descriptions below which I have chosen to prove this 

statement are characterized by the fact tha t 

in them there is scarcely any purely sensory data 

and very little that is merely decorative or ornamental. 
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I n Der Heilige , the he rty , stal i a rt cnarac t r of the 

Bo nnan , a Ger an t yp e ( thus , frank , en est , ut unpol i shed ) , 

i s sug0ested by i s " f esten , e ck i g en Zilge ," a d e s cription 

whi ch bring s Fausch to ind , fro !!:ilrg J enatsch . One of the 

mo t stri · ng e xa ple s of £ eyer 1 s revela t i on of c aracter by 

me ans of exteri or descript·on oc cu1 s i n l autu s L Nonne kloster , 

in t h e port ra al of one oft e very fe, vul a r f emale cha r acters 

i e ye r , Bri itt c en von Tro en . oggi o 1 s description of the 

abbess is f~r f rom f latt e r ing , and it is c e rta i n t hat ere 

.e e r e ans t o reveal . e r ani mal-l i k e vu.l gari t y and cunning 

by suggesting the r esemblan ce of her f a ce t o t at of a pig . 

11 th · s i s r elated int e f · rst person , of c ourse b ~ ogg i o : 

••• i ch • r de in me ine 9"edan_engang p l8tzl ich und 
unangene hm un terb r o chen durch einen _re i sch e· den 
Z .ruf der Hans rur s t · n [Bri :=i t t l i n der r 1. en 
Kutte mit dem h ochger8teten esi 6 t e , ••• dem · au m 
en~d e c_ba r en Stillpn schen und de m davon durch 
e · nen ungeheue rn Zwi schenra getrenn t e n 
bestialisc en lunde (Plaut u s , p . 138 ) 0 

eye r ' s d e l ineat i on of Di ana in Die Ho chzeit ~ .M8n ches i s 

a much more subt l e revelation of character . Diana ' s p ers onality 

i s t wo--side d ; she i s capable of d eep , powerful emotions , a s 

1·re see a.t the e nd of the story , and yet she a s a submis s i v e , 

tract abl e t em_erament as l on as she b e l i e ve s she i s being 

treate d j stly . T is s ide of he r c h a r a c t er · s s g ~este d in 

t.he des c r · :pt i on b e l ow: 

Di ana f ol te und kni ete s i ch u f de r andern Seite 
d e s Sessel s n iede r mit hangenden rmen u nd ge falt e t en 

H nden , das Haupt a .f die Lehne legend , so dass 
nur de r - . oten i e s blonden Haar e s w· e e in 
l e loser Ge enst and s ichtb r blieb (p . 297) . 
( I tal ic s ine .) 



Doub l ess one of t he most t yp i cal and i mportant keys 

t o character and e ot·on in ~eyer is escriptLon of t he 

e ye s . I n fact , one mig _t say tnat Meyer never mentions 
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his figures ' eyes without s ome purpo se of character delineation 

or revela tion of emot i n entirely apart f r om any de corative 

intent . I n f a ct , sch description occ rs s o freque _vly in t he 

f our work s t rea t ed in t his pe.per , especially in J en tsch , 

t na t it bec omes a ~ormula for t hee r e ssion f e otion . This 

is pparent , however , only a f t e r ca reful examination of Leyer ' s 

works and isJ generally speaking , ne it er consp icuous no r 

objectionable int e n o ~al cours of re ding . _oreover , 

Meye r ' s descrip t i on of t he eyes of his chara ct ers is , a s 

has been st ated , an important and usuall y effective met od 

of revelat:on of emotion . Hence , t h is top ic is not di scuseed 

in chapter t 10 of t his paper . 

Me ye r ' s description of eyes is so important a part of 

his descriptive techni q .e tha t p r a ct ically all of i s cha r a cters ' 

eyes a re mentioned, either as a i nd of broad- brush cna r a cterization 

or ~sis approp i ate to express emo t i on . Often, even mi no r 

c aracters 1 eyes are de scribed , and su e_ descript ion is, in 

f a.ct , one of ~.Leyer 1 s f avorite .methods for ch2.r a cter izing 

peripheral char a cters . 

I n Jilrs J enatsch t ro r elatively unimportant figures 

a re LQka s , Lucretia ' s faitnf ul servant , an an unnamed 

Spanish capt a i n who f irst appe =rs at t he f ortress of F ente s 

and i . o l ater capt ure s J enat s ch . Lu __ as , an irascible old ma , 

ha s "blitzenden Augen " {p . 5) . Tne capt ain is a lean, villainous 

t yp e and has "ho len misstrauischen .Augen" (p . 48 ) c 

Pompejus Planta , a more i mportant figure , has "un eimli ch 



b li tzenden ... u gen" (p . 27) . Here , of c ourse , me- _tion of t e 

e es is intended t o reveal n e motion - insane an e r - not 
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to id in c h r a cteri za t · on . mhe reve r se i s t ... _e of a referen ce 

t o Duke Roh an 1 s " i l des , durc d r · - gendes u e " (p . 51 , 

obvious y a descrip tion 1 hich r eflec s _i s c lm , odera te 

temperament and his p owe r to read cha r a cter, a p m·rer 1• i c 

i _ ciden t all y f a ils hi i n ·egard t o Jen a t s c . Gri mani 1 s 

" h i en , dun eln gen 11 (p . 132 a re cert ainly in _e ep ing 

with his cal te p era ent and Itali n ar cestry, and this , 

i n J-.,1e er ' s ork , does not oc cur by accident . Lucretia I s 

" -u kel ugen" (p. 6 ), 1 .r'i c __ r e mentioned s everal times , 

s pport he r s e r o s turn of mind and doubtless also __ er 

beaut • The a c .tai.ess 2nd co l d qual ity oft e n ort_ern 

t e i s s -ested i n vert m' lle r 1 s 11 ·esc ei ten '"" raue g en" 

_( p . 103 ) , and one ma d iscern a s we ll i n t is descrip tion 

a · nt of t _e Ge anic-Romanc e con tr s t · n ic _ 1 a, s discus 2ed 2.t 

s ome l ength p rev· o sly . mhe r e a de r . ho is fami l i a r 1- it_ 

e ye r 's descrip t-"~e methods inds a · n tima tion o~ ankraz ' s 

energet-"c tempe r ment in his "kl g b litzenden ugen" (p . 272 ). 

One of the . ost i port an t motifs i n t h e c_a r a cteriza tion 

of J ena tsc i s t 1e escri p tion of h is II re ende n Au en" (p . 240 ) . 

F:re , a s e h a v e seen in other de s criptions , is ofte a s so cia ted 

wi t t e p opu r h e ro, e • • , "ein unheimlic es Feuer fuhr 

aus d en Au en des BHnd.ners ••• (p . 239 ), nd i t is su ~estive , 

o vio sly , of h i s a l mo s t sup er u e:er~y and strength and 

also hi· tin it of somethin dia bolic . 
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I n Der Heilige Hans ' earty good- nat ure is expressed in 

n · s "funkelNden u en" (p . 290 , 424 ) a s ell a s L _is 

"festen , ec i ge Zil e 11 (p . 290) . His appeal in no al ity 

and simpl icity i s empnasi zed by t he f a ct th· t is eyes 

t inKl e , and do not "fl a sh" as do t hose of Jena t s ch, a 

superior man . Bec ~et 1 s ascetic introverted char acter is 

su e sted ink _is descriptz on 1n i ch has ·nit har dly any 

genuine sensory da ta , sowing how l ittle ,.eyer was interes t ed 

in . rely de corative e l ements · n mo st of J.i s c a r acte r sketches C> 

Thi s is seen f r o·n Tans ' viewpoint ·n o also r elat es it : 
-

Da ic den wundersamen Herr:11. [Be cket l sei t 
mane en J ahres Fri st nicnt mehr gesenen hatte , 
so erschra_ ich 1ber die widernat~rl iche 
Schmalheit seines Antl itzes und seine t1ef en , 
s chmer zl i chen u en , deren El i e mehr na ch 
immer als nach aus sen ge richtet sch · en {pp . 396 r 397) o 

K ng Henr y , t ne nai v t e , extroverted, superior _ nysically 

thoug i nferior ment ally t o Bec_-e t , i s opposi t e , ha s 

"blauen unbesc a t teten Augen11 ihic 11 brannten wie zwe i 

Fl 2.mmen" (p . 308 ) . gain ·we find the a ssociation of fire wi t h 

a her o , a superior man , whi ch was mentioned in connection 

uit a s t ill more powerful , energetic figure , J ilr Jenats c . 

It he. s -. been ment i cned sever al t imes before t hat nothin 

i s superf1'ou s , no t hi n wi t houtJ some sig_nific a-1.ce in 

Meyer ' s de scr iptions , even in •l"portant ones '!J'hich de ~l with 

comparatively i nsi · icant c a a ct e r s . Thus , Hi l de , t he 

dau nter of Hans • f ormer employ r in London nd t he woman 
-

e wanted (a t one ti e ) to mar ry , h s "t ief lie enden 
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blauen Augen" (p . 427) , 11 tiefl ie~end 11 bece.use she is ve ry 

seriously ill , 11 blau 11 probably because she i s a axon , f or, 

a s has been pointe out , D!eyer va s very aware of r a cia l 

c har a cterist i cs and cont r a sts , pparently t a1 ing advantage 

of every opportunity to put t nem i n to litere.ry form . Hilde ' s 

eyes a re described once more a s 11 strahlend11 hen she d·es ( . 428) . 

In Plautus im Nonnen_~l oster it is n ot surprising t h .t 

Cosimo de ~edici , a patron of the a rts and Rena iss ,nee man has 

11 k lugen ugen" (p . 130) nor a _e we sul'. ... l"ised to see t hat 

Gertrud , a German , norther~ type , ha s "blauen u gen11 
( p . 159 }0 

Dante , probably the most interesting fi ure in Die 

Hochzeit des 18nch s , ha s 11 sch 1erm t i gen u en'} (p . 282 ), a 

description whic_ in its vaguen ss and immense su estive 

p o rnr i s ve r y typ ic 1 of Me e r, and al so brin s to ind Dante ' s 

unhap_iness due to his exile from Florence , In t he same sto r y , 

Astorre ' s "wa r en braunen Au en " (p . 298 ) indicate t J.a t he ha s 

es sential l y a ve r ._r a f fect.:. on2.te , per ap s passionate tempera n t . 

T is subt l e hin-t tha t t e unfrocked monk will be an ee.sy p rey to 

love i s s t r engtnmed w_1en scanio makes t his sta te. ent -4-o him: 

"beh 1st deine munteren braunen ugen, die - bei der Fa e_ el der 

Aurora ! - leuchten und sprllhen , seit du da s Kloster verlas sen 
-

ha st , ilbe r all offen ••• 11 
(~. 313 ). And _en he f alls in love 

wit. t . D .L 1 t 11 • • n iope , an~e re a es , seine .u en sin voller Sonne •.. " 

(.p . 346) . 

T us , i n t his discuss ion of eyer ' s tecli~ique i n regard 

to the escription of eyes rhat s nould be most obvlout 

is t hat t e Swiss aut or seldom, i f ev r , describes 1i t hout 

so e definite pur pose fhe t her i t be ch .racteriza tion or 

ex-pres s io_ f e. otion or ph- s~cal s t a te . 
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his iscu ss i on of the i portance of apparently ' 

insi nif "cant detail brin s u s t o anot he r .spect of 1eyer 1 s 

descriptive techni que , one Thie. i s cl osel r elated to Lhe 

descripti on of eye s , t e precise description of rts of 

the human anat o ·, such as t e pup i ls of t he eye , corners 

of ,the mout h , t he brow etc ., with the purpose of char a cteri zat ion 

or revel t ion of stat e of mind . 

One desc ripti9n in Jilrg Jena t sch shows particularly 

well o .r 1eyer' s chr.r a cters r eveal t hei r iru er thought s and 

e motions in certain f a cial features , and it also shows eyer's 

fond..n.es s for lo cal i zin i nt.rest in certain parts of +he f ce . 

The scene occurs a.ft e r J enatsch I s betrayal of Duke .\.ohan , 

when t_e lat t er i s rid i ng out of C ~ r fol l oied bu t he Fren ch 

e le ents of his command . The dignitaries oft e city re standing 

in a r espectful , sorroflf .l gr oup ~ .L.o one side , a ong t hem the 

.yor of Chur , w 10 ple.yed a par t i n t he plot e.ge. i nst t he tiuke, 
\ . 

and i:~no r eveals i n t i s de s cription his shame for _ v i ... g done 

so : 

I n der titte der tsher ren fielde r tsbilrg rmeister 
eyer a.ls wa.rhaft impo s .nte ::rscheinung ins u e . ie 

hat t e e · ne b r ge r me is er7 • r l1 ~ :r:ette mi-'- L rer ro ssen 
runden Scha~ 1 ze bequemer gele en und selbstzufriedener 
ele .cntet a ls ie a .f seiner br ei ten Brust ruhe_de ; 

n i e att en ein s i dene r trunro.c> u: d ein Roset t en-
schuh _'""napper nd sch8n r '-"esse s sen als i. eute n sein m 
wohlgebi ldeten , fei erlich vor eset zten Beine . Bei 
n[ herer Betra cht ng jedoc __ verr i et die Befe. _genhei t 
de s ge 8_mlich ·e sunden ••• Gesic:hts1 urrct· ,der •bl:!.cn:glii!.he Ausdruck 
~ irrende Ue;enste r ne einen t; · 1 fmen "i dersp 1.. C _ 

seine s I nnern mit der mag_str len Siche r heit seiner 
vo llko1me_en Hal t un~ ~225--226) .(It al i cs mi ne .) 

A simi lar description , wnose pu ose i s apparentlJ 

t o he i ghten the .ir of myst e r y ~r o ·nd t ~ imost superhu n 

f i gur e of J ena tsc __ , occurs i n a boa t trip to Rohan I s p lace 



in Venice . The viewpoint is tha t of ertmillle r ho ratches 

Jilrg closely for some indication of hist ou hts : 

och einmal suchte e r [ {ertmilller1 auf dem 
tiefbeschatteten Gesichte vor ihm zu lesen , 
a er die Gondel bog eben in ein e .schmal e finstere 
Lagune ein , und nur zre i glilnende 'Ugenst erne 
blickten ihrn1 wie die ei es L8wen1 aus· der Jacnt 
entgegen ,p . 111) . 
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There a re s everal other variations of this descriptive 

technique , all concerned w_th t Le f a cial f eatures . For instance 

... aser , in a jovial mood , has "lachenden u enwinkeln 11 (p . 30) , 

a nd the ritty Po go , i n l a utu s ha s "l~chelnden 1undwinke 11 

and our attention is ea,lso dra,. to "die Heiterkeit der Stirn" 

(p . 130) . Dante considers the brow an important indica tion 

of cha r a cter e.nd i ntelligence , and in the co rtiers rho surround 

Cangrande 11 er entdeckte ••• neben man cher flac en einige 

bedeutende Stirnen" (Hochzei t , p . 282 ) . hen t _e author 

of T e Divine Comedy thi ks wit l o~ered hdad ~bout his exiled 

c ondition and t he f a ct t hat ne has no hoe of _is o rn , ve 

see ~is melancholy sta te of mind reflected in _is fe atures : 

Viel e junge und s charfe Au·en haf teten auf dem 
Florent.:.ner . Dieser ver .illl te sich s ch,·rei gend das 
H .upt . \ as in i hm vorging , ·miss niemand . Als er 
es -ieder erhob , war seine Stirn ve r g rM.mter , sein 

nd bittere r and seine ase lHnger " (Hochzeit, p . 336) . 

This descr pt ion i s very typ ical of eyer because he 

refuses to reveal Dante ' s t hou~hts directly to t he reader . 

"Was in ihrn vor i n , ,eiss nie and , 11 e 11rrites . 

I n Der Heili5e also , Meyer ref ses to i nvade t he mind 

of his c'_ar e.cters . hus , instead of a direct revel .~io , Hans 

reports , "In diese U !..enblicke zei te sich die sen __ rechte 
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tiefe Staatsfalte zwischen den feinen _rauen de s Kanzlers " 

(p . 327) . 

It has been pointed out prev· ously t hat . Meyer has a 

fondn ess for t ' e uQe of an observer , often a figure v __ ose field 
1 

of visi n is limited i n some ay . I t is probable t_at ~e er 

employs this technique in order t o ermit the observer to 

inte ret wha t he describes , t h. s =vo "din~ a more irect 

stPtement of the o served cha r a cter ' s ei otion or tempe:ament . 

m~is method of descri ption is , t hus , i n ~eeping 1it __ ·eyer ' s 

e xt ernal , surfa ce trea t men t of his cha r .cter s nic_ is the 

sub j ect of t his chapt e r . s . resul t oft is tendencJ to have 

a scene described t hrough anot he r cnar cter 1 s eyes we find 

tha t the four wor k s b: ·"'e ~er discu ssed in t his p a_ er are 

rich i_ scenes ~ liC~ a r e iatche fro~ a place f hidirig , 
/ 

for i ns t ance , , ase r sp ie s on Robustelli an~ o pejus lant a 

i n Jilrg J ena tsch (pp . 26- 27) as t he t wo plot t e 

novel I s cent· 1 cha r a cter . I n t he s a.me work lertm ller and 
I 

Jena t s 11 watch from be_ ind a drapery aa Lucretia pleads her 

case before Duke Rohe n : 

Un 1ill rlich dem Gefil_ le des ihn Zurilck
ziehenden . ._;ehorchend , -r· c e r ( 'lertmUlle r l 
mi t J ene.tsch hint er die Draperie des in5anges 
zur c~ und blieb dort s tehen als ein verbor -ener , 
abe r aufme r ksamer Zeu auc des -Gerin ste , 
wa s i m Sa ale v o gin~ p . 113 ). 

11 of t he s tory of Be c_et a~d-King Tenry i s , 

of course , described from t he ~oin~ of vie~ of an ob serve~ , 

Hans t he Bov man , and , i n order for t he st ory a s he tel l s it 

to be compl e te: eye r is ~arced t have ~ n s spy on ot er 



characters, or at least to watch them from a distance. 

Hans is always at the right place at the right moment to 

describe the important scenes of the Movella, and while 

his never-failing presence at such moments perhaps 

verges on the incredible--e.g., Hans is present at all 

the decisive meetings between Becket and the king, is 

present when Richard meets the ex-chancellor in France, 

present when Becket is murdered and when th3 plans are 

laid for his murder by the four knights, present when 

King Henry discovers Gnade's castle, present when she is 

killed and sees both the l(:lng's and Becket's reactions to 

the event--Meyer never fails to have Hans explain why 

it was he was at a particular place at a particular 

time . Thus Meyer 1 s treatment of his fictional 

personalities in this work is almost completely external 

because no revelation of character, state of mind or 

changing emotion comes directly to the reader. Everything 

is seen, and generally is interpreted by Hans, the storyts 

narrator. At one point he spies on Becket who is on his 

way to Gnade 1 s Moorish castle (p. 325), and later he 

spies on a meeting between the chancellor and his 

daughter from behind an ivy-covered wall. What is 

important is not his eavesdropping, but the fact that all 

we learn of the two figures he is watching is his own 

impression and interpretation of the sensory data 

presented him. In this description one can al
1
so discern 

Meyer's fondness for a rich, picturesque setting: 
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Nach einer Weile trat Herr Thomas, Gnade an der 
Hand haltend, durch die hohe BogentUr und liess 
sich mit ihr auf einer weiss schimmernden 
Marmorbank nieder neben einer rot gettderten 
Schale, ttber welcher emporschiessende Wasser
strahlen sich in der Luft kreuzten . Und aus 
solcher N!he blickte ich in die besorgte, 
aber nicht argw~hnische Miene des Herrn und 
in Gnades rMtselhaftes Gesichtchen, dass ich 
pl6tzlich den Kopf zurtfckbog, obgleich die 
Mauer, durch die ich auslugte, aussen von 
Eppich ttbersponnen war (p. 334). 
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This description is quoted at l ength because it demonstrates 

particularly well the fact that description of Meyerts 

figures (in contrast to background descri ption) is a 

literary device whose purpose is to reveal something 

of their temperament or state of mind, and not a 

decorative element of his art. It is difficult to 

believe that Hans can be close enough to Becket to 

see that his face bears an expression of worry but not 

suspicion without being himself seen, and we discover, 

thus, that this is a revelation of emotion disguised as 

sensory description. 

The field of vision of the observer-figures in 

Meyer is not always limited because they are watching 

from a hiding place. Several scenes are described .by 

observers whose viewpoint is restricted deliberately by 

Meyer to create a kind of frame-effect which gives 

descriptions trea~ed in this manner a suggestion~ 
.... ' 
three dimensions. The reader's consciousness of a near-by 

object--a door, wall, statue, etc.--which cuts off from 

the observer part of the scene being described, gives him 

a feeling of distance and perspective which is not found 



in descriptions which deal with persons or ob j ec t s all 

of wh ich are at approxima tely the same distance from 

the observer. There can be l ittle doubt that Meyer was 

consciously striving f or such an eff ect, f or this same 

type of description occurs several times in the four 

works discussed . For instance, when Richard, King 

Henry's son, meets Becket in France to try to bring about 

a reconciliation between him and the king, such a 

"f ramii:ig" effect i s implied in Hanst description of the 

scene: 

Ich setzte mich unter den Bogen einer durch 
ein Bttndel feiner Marmorstftbe geteilten Fenster
Uffnung auf die breite Steinplatte und warf 
hie und da einen forschenden Blick ins Grffne 
zu den zwei Herren hinttber (Heilige, pp. 398-399). 

In Jttrg Jenatsch a description of Duke Rohan's cortege in 

V-enice is obviously intended to evoke a pictorial sense 

of distance and perspective. The observers in this scene 

are Jenatsch and Fausch, and their field of vision is 

res tri cted here by the doorway: 

--Inzwischen hatte er [Fauschl leise die Tttr 
etwas geeffnet und sein grosse5 Gesicht lauschend 
an die Spalte gelegt . "Sieh, sieh," fuhr er 
fort , "drffben setzen sich die Battler schon in 
Bewegung und bilden in rffhrenden Gruppen auf 
beiden Seiten Spalier. Der Herzog ist im 
Anzuge." 

Mit diesen Worten stiess er beide Flffgel 
weit auf. Der dunkle Steinrahmen der T'flr 
umschloss ein Bild voll Farbenglanz, Leben 
und Sonne (po 90) o 

We find this "frame" effect also in Die Hochzeit des 

M6nchg when Ezzelin and Ascanio watch the crowd below 

from a palace window : 
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In einer Morgenstunde ••• lauschte der Tyrann 
mit seinem Neffen durch ein Jtleines Rundbo gen
fenster seines Stadtturmes auf den anliegenden 
Platz hinunter , den eine auf eregte Menge f~llte, 
murmelnd und tosend wie die wechselnde Meereswoge (p. 363) . 

Here there is an intimation of di stance but the observer's 

field of vision doesntt seem to be limited seriously. 

Meyer's purpose in pointedly mentioning the window (for 

as we have come to see, it is certain he had a pu rpose ) 

is probably to suggest the contrast between the lofty 

power and elegant surroundings of Ezzelin and the 

vul garity and commonness of the masses . 

Meyerts use of an obs~rver who both describes and 

interprets the gestures and physical appearance of other 

figures brings us to another aspect of his descriptive 

technique, one which is closely related to what has 

been discussed above, that is, the interpretation of one 

character 1 s features, bearing, etc., in terms of temperament 

or emotion, by another character. Meyer himself said, 

"I describe characters in as much as it is possible only 
1 

as they appear to the other ·characters." That is, Meyer 

portrays his figures , at least in part, by reporting 

the manner in which other figures react to them anl by 

having one fictional personality interpret t h e gestures 

and fleeting facial expressions of anothero Thus, as 

one might suppose, this sort of interpretation occurs 

frequently in the Swiss poet's work because he prefers 

indirect revelation to the more conventional and simplee 

method of characterization which is based largely on 



the author's narrative . 

In the descri ptions which will be d!scussed below 

there is a mi~ture of pure sensory data and psychological 

ana l ysis which is, in a manner of speaking, disguised 

as pure sensory data or subtly interpolated in~it. One 

can simply accept this as a part - of Meyer 's technique, 

as it is, or condemn it as does Baumgarten in his critical 

work, Das Werk Conrad Ferdinand Meyers, to which reference 

has been made previously. Baumgartents statement in 

regard to this technique, that, "behind the stylistic 

disguise in pictures there is not even always ·a real 

analysis which discloses the souls of the characters, 

but very often only a systematic enumeration of typical 
1 

character-traits and of results of psychological processes," 

has much truth in it, but then few critics would argue 

that Meyer's literary strength lies in psychological 

analysis. Since this paper deals with Meyer's descriptive 

technique and not his talent as a psychologist, the 

topic of characterization, whether bad or good, will be 

discussed only as it is related to description. 

Since the translation of sensory data--gesture, 

bearing, and facial expression--into psychologiaal 

terms is such an important aspect of Meyerts method of 

characterizati on, he establishes the fact several times in 

his works that his cha racters are adept at r eading the 
2 

faces of other fictional figures . Fausch , for instance, 

is a shrewd observer of the men around him, ar:d he discovers 
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Jenatschts state of mind simply by looking at him: -

Fausch hatte gerade diesen Gast (Jenatsch) 
neute am wenigsten erwartet, auch entging ihm 
der mit den ttbermtttigen Worten auf der Schwelle 
im Widerspruch stehende Ausdruck des Kumrners 
und der Abspannung auf dem ktthnen Gesichte 

.- n1cht (p. 85). 

Grimani also has Fausch 1 s talent as we see in his interview 

with Duke Rohan: 

Verzeiht, teurer Herr , meine vielleicht 
schwarzsichtige Sorge fttr Euch," sagte Grimani, 
der den verborgenen Kummer des Herzogs in seiner 
erk8lteten Miene las (Jenatsch, P• 135). 

And in the same novel Pankraz says to Naser , "Ich lese 

auf Eurem Gesicht, dass Ihr wie ich in Sorge seid um den 

Obersten" (p. 272). In Der Heilige Hans reads Becket's 

state of mind from his eyes: 
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••• seine (Becket 1 sl dunkeln Augen richteten sich 
auf den K6nig und schienen zu sagen: 1grausamer 
Mann, du hast mich meines Kindes beraubt und 
verlangst, dass ich mich um die deinigen bekttmmere1 1 

(p. 350). 

Thus, foyer ts method of characterization, which often 

requires that one character reveal the state of mind of 

another by interpretation of his physical , exterior 

appearance, is placed on a firm, valid basis through 

Meyer~s establishment of the fact that his figures have 

the ability to make such interpretations accurately. 

In Jttrg Jenatsch,Wertmttller, from whose point of view 

this description is seen, reveals Lucretia's state of mind 

merely by analysing her bearing, posture and features. 

This is no simple descripti on, but a subtle blending of 

the factual , surface, sensory data--with a revelation of 



emotion: 

And~chtig kniete sie {Lucretia], das Antlitz 
zum Gekreuzigten erhoben, mit gefalteten HMnden 
auf den Stufen des Hochaltars. Nicht Zweifel , 
nicht Trostbedttrfnis, nicht Sehnsucht schien sie 
hergefffhrt zu haben. Keine innere Aufregung, 
keine unstete Leidenschaft bewegte die hoch
gewachsene Gestalt . Feste Ruhe lag in den schtlnen, 
noch jug.endvtajc:hen Zttgen (p. 80). 

This description of Duke Rohan, seen through Jttrg's 

eyes, is · in one respect, its extreme vagueness, very 

typical of Meyer 1 s art: 

Neben den erwarteten Spuren der schweren Krank
heit befremdete: (Jttr l darin ein tief 
eingegrabener Zu . verschwiegenden, hoffnungslosen 
Grames, der peinlich hervortrat, wenn der Herzog 
seinen lauteren, strahlenden Blick zeitweise senkte 
(p. 170). 

This is a subtle description, indeed hardly a description 

at all, stri_ctly speaking, because it includes very little 

sensory data. There is nothing really factual in it; to 

be sure it is suggestive, an impression, but in concrete 

terms we have learned nothing about Duke Rohan's physical 

appearance. This is not to say the description is poor; 
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it is merely typical of Meyer's descriptive treatrmnt of 

characters (though in his description of background, and 

sometimes of his figures too, he is considerably more 

specific). This is an example par exce l lence of interpretation 

of physical appearance bf, one fictional personality by 

another, for in this case virtually no sensory detail 

escapes conversion into revelation of state of mind 

and physical state. 

One might make the same statements about this 

description, if we may call it that, of Jenatsch seen 



through Lucretia's eyes: 

Lucretia richtete den Blick mit zwei felnder 
Frage auf das von der Flamme be l euchtete alt
bekannte Antlitz und las darin die h~chste 
Spannung der Tatkraft und einen t6dlichen 
Ernst (p. 191). 

Here too no sensory data has survived the conversion 

into revelation of temperament and state of mind . Of 

genuine physical description there is none , and yet 

Jena tsch I s "tHdlichen Ernst" is something seen and is 

not expressed directly. In desc r iptions of this sort 

the reader unconsciously or consciously proceeds from 

that which is essentially abstract to a personal 

visualization of the sensory data which must have called 

forth the observer's impression. 

The quality of vagueness which, as we have seen, 

characterizes the description of one fictional person by 

another in Meyer's work, is found in these two descriptions 

for which the comments in the previous pararJraphs also 

hold true . In both cases physical appearance has been 

trans l ated by the observer into p~rsonal impressions which 

are expressed in psychological terms, rather than in 

pictorial, sensory terms. In this description of Jenatsch 

from Waser•s viewpoint there i s onl y one factual deta il, 

the mention of Jenatsch 1 s complexion: 

Waser konnte seinen Blick von der B~scheinung 
des Jugendfreundes nicht verwenden. Er hing 
gebannt an dem starren Ausdrucke des metall
braunen Angesichts. Auf den grossen Zttgen 
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lag gleichgtfltiger Trotz, der nach Himmel und 
H6lle, nach Tod und Gericht nichts mehr fragte (p. 260). 

Hanst description of Becket sh ortly before t.tm latter is 



murdered contains no sensory detail a t all and is all 

suggestion and impression: 

Der Bischof [ Becketl hatte sich ••• in seinem 
Stuhl emporgerichtet, und ich wunderte mich 
ttber die Erhabenheit seiner Gestalt, aus welcher 
jede SchwMche gewichen schien (Heilige, p. 415). 

In the introductory para graphs of this chapter it 

was emphasized that one should be careful to distinguish 

between that which is purely decorative and ornamental in 

Meyer's descriptions, and that which has associative or 

symbolic significance. As we have seen in the discussion 

of description and interpretation of one character by 

another, Meyer's descriptions of fictional personalities 

very rarely have si gnificance only in the frame of 

reference of sensory da ta, e .g., "flashing eyes" and 

"magnificent gestures" are descriptive phrases which have 

a certain graphic quality, but what is more important, 

they are phrases which suggest the appearance and 

character of the heroic type. This is typical of Meyerts 

work, and, as a critic points out , "Things and persons in 

his [ Meyer'sl works are sharpl y envisaged, but we feel 

that they are always meant to si gnify s omething beyond 
l 

themselveso": This entire chapter is based essentially 

on the proposition that Meyer•s descriptions of his 
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figures are much more than the enumeration of sensory 

details, that they are, in fact, a method of charac terization 

and a method to express such ideas as the contrast between 

the Germanic and Romance type and temperament. In fur t her 

support of this proposition we will, in the following 

I 



paragraphs, briefly examine Meyerts character descriptions 

as they are related to symbolism. 

One critic theorizes that Becket, with his pale, 

meek face, and King Henry, with his blazing eyes, are 
I 

contrasted as moon to sun. This theory is supported by 

the fact that Becket was known in Cordova as Prin& 3 

Mondschein because of the pallor and meek expression of his 

face, and this brief descri ption seen from Hans' view

point also suggests that Meyer intended to associate the 

chancellor with the moon: 

In den blassen, tr!fumenden Z11gen lag efne se l ige 
GHte, und das Antlitz schimmerte wie Mond und 
Sterne (Heilige, P• 327). 

King Henryts association with the sun is vaguely hinted 

when we first see him, his eyes blazing "like two flames" 
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(p. 308). Having assumed that Henry and Becket are, as it 

were, the sun and the moon, this critic explains the symbolic 

significance of the association, stating that, "the sun is 

masculine, the moon feminine; the sun is passion and 
1 

heart, the moon mind and head." 

There are other examples of the use of symbolism 

in Meyer's work, examples which illustrate this use more 

directly and satisfactorily than the one above which 

lacks documentation in Der Heilige itself. That is, 

while the SJllllbolic significance of the sun and moon 

might well be "passion and heart" and "mind and head," 

it is not certain that Meyer had this in mind when he 

wrote the workl The question of whether Meyer intended 



such symbolism would be considered unimportant and 

irrelevant by some schools of criticism, but since 

it has been shown that Meyer was a very ca reful , very 

self-conscious artist, this paper limits itself to 

interpretation of that which Meyer almost certainly 

intended to be significant, considering this alone to 

be an undertaking of sufficiently broad scope. 

Both examples of Meyer's use of symbolism in 

relation to description of his f igures occur in ~.§.r 

.fi.gilige, and both concern the personality _of Becket. 

The symbolism is used in both descri ptions to express 

the physical and mental transformation in Becket in 

concrete , external form. The first example occurs just 

after King Henry has asked his chancellor to become hhe 

archbishop of Canterbury. Becket, who feels that his 

worldly, aristocratic, expensive tastes are little 

suited to this religious office, replies in this 

Der Kanzler blieb ruhig, aber in allmMhlichem 
Erblassen wich jede Farbe aus seinem Antlitz. 
Er lehnte sich in seinen Sessel zur~ck. Dann 
wendete er, den Anblick des K6nigs vermeidend, 
seine dunkeln Augen seitwMrts zu mir [Hans]. 
Mit zwei Fingern seiner lMssig herabhangenden 
Rechten hob er eine Falte seines Purpurgewandes 
langsam in die H6he, so dass die zur~ckgebogenen 
Schn!bel seiner k6stlichen Schuhe sichtbar 
wurden (p. 366). 

Here Becket's expensive shoes symbolize his stylish life 

up to this point, for, as we learn from Hans• narrative, 

Becket set fashions at court which the Normans were quick 

to copy (p. 314). 
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The other use of symbolism occurs after Becket has 

become the ascetic leader of the S'axon malcontents . His 

austere mode of life is symbolized by his hair garment, and 

we find here that rqther than "ktsstlichen Schuhe," he 

wears sandals, another external indication of his inner 

change. The point of view is , of cour _se, that of Hans: . 

Er, den ich nie anders hatte zu Hofe kommen 
sehen, als im kostbarsten Aufzuge und mit dem 
edelsten Geleite, trug ein grobes , h~renes 
Gewand, und die Zehen seines nackten , auf Sandalen 
wandelnden Fusses gl~nzten unter der dunkeln 
Wolle hervor wie ein Stttck Elfenbein (p. 373). 

From an examination of Meyer ·' s character descr.:ptions 

quoted in this paper it becomes obvious that the Swiss 

author never deluges his readers in sensory details, 

preferring , apparently, to describe his figures simply, 
1 

in broad strokes. He does not, unlike many authors, 

write paragraph after paragraph describing the physical 

appearance of his major figures; rather, he concentrates 
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on their outstanding , most prominent physical characteristics, 

possibly in the belief that this makes visualization less 

difficult for the reader and places less strain on his 

imaginative powers . Very often the elements of a 

character description are presented one at a time over many 

pages of narrative, also with the intent, one critic believes, 

of making it easier for the reader to assimilate sensory 

details and to form a concrete image of the figure 
2 

described. This method of gradual descriptive revelation 

will be the topic of the following paragraphs. 



Meyer's initial description of Waser in Jenatsch 

is dispersed th r ough the fir st twenty-f our pages of the 

novel. When he f irst appears we are told he walks 

"jugendlich elastisch" and looks around him "mit schnell en 

klugen Blicken ••• 0 (p. 4). Later he is mentioned as 

"der junge Re i sende" (p. 5), and still later his "lebhaftes 

Auge" (p. 10) and 11heiter kluge junge Gesichtt-t (p. 24) 

are mentioned . 

The description of Jenatsch is similarly scattered 

over several pages. His moral an~ physical qualities--

. ' 
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his "krttftigen Kehle" and "breite Brust" (p. 32), his 

athletischen Gestalt" and "braunem, bartigem Haupte" (p. 33), 

his ''grosse Gestalt,u "gewaltiger Statur, " and "herr ischem 

Blick" (p. 84)--are -·Ill!lltioned one at a time, and taken 

together form the image of a superior man, a potential 

hero. The descri ption illustrates Meyer's concentration 

on t he outstanding characteristics of his f i gures, in this 

case, size and strength, which was mentioned before. 

In Duke Rohan's first appearance we learn very little 

about him in sensory terms, for the mention of his "mildes, 

durchdringendes Auge" (Jena tsch, p. 51) is more an indicatbon 

of his character than of his physical appearance. It is 

only forty pages later that we find him described more 

fully: 

Leicht zu erkennen an seinem vornehmen, hageren 
Wuchs und der wurdevollen, aber anmutigen Haltung 
warder mit calvi nistischer Schl ichtheit in dunkle 
Stoffe gekl eidete Herzog (p. 90). 

And on the following page we find more specific indications 



of his s triking physical appearance, his "blasse Antlitz,u. 

uscharfgezeichneteh Zttge, 11 and "der Ausdruck langgetlbter 

Selbstbeherrschung und' schmerzlicher Milde" (p. 91). 
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The desc r iptions of Hans and Canon Burkhard in Der 

Heilige are rather short and vague, but here too Meyer 

avoids presenting at one time all the sensory data connected 

with them. Our concept ion of Hans'- appearance must be 

based solely on the mention at the beginning of the story 

of his "feste Ges t alt" and "grauer Bart" (p. 281), until, 

nine pages later, our scanty information is very slightly 

augmented when we learn Hans has "festen, eckigen Zttge" and 

"fu.nkelnden Augen" (p. 290). In this desc r iption Meyer 

emphasizes Hans 1 hearty, upright, German characteristics~ 

and, in a sheerly descriptive frame of reference, Hans is 

not an individual, but a type. His brothers in Meyer's 

works are Fausch and Waser in Jenatsch, Germano in Hochzeit, 

and Hans von Splttgen (who is , however, of a much lower 

intellectual calibre) in Plautus. 

Canon Burkhard is also described rather briefly, 

but again the sketch i s ~it into two elements. We first 

see "die feine, ehrwttrdige, in Marderpelz gehtUl te Gestalt 

eines Chorherren'' (p. 283) whose "feingeformte Haupt mi t 

seinen wenigen schneewei ssen Locken'' (p. 286) is described 

a few pages farther on in the novella . 

It has been shown above that Meyer tended in his 

descriptions to emphasize a certain outstanding physical 

characteristic of his figures, a characteristic or trait 
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which very often tells us much about the fictional personality's 

temperament, illustrating again that the Swiss poet.' s 

treatment of the psychology of his figures is predominantly 

external. The topic of the next few paragraphs , Meyer's 

use of the leitmotiv , is closely related to the fact, shown 

above, that his descriptive technique , especially as it 

applies to peripheral f igures, emphasizes a particular 

human characteristic. The leitmotiv as Meyer uses it 

involves more than the repeated mention of a particular 

trait or physical characteristic, however. In the insistent 

or recurrent descriptive phrase such as t'flashing eyes, 11 

there is always a significance beyond the purely sensory. 

That is, the repetition of the phrase "flashing eyes" 

associated with one character conveys not only an idea of 

his physical appearance but also an idea of his personality. 

Thus, Meyer's use of the leitmotiv in his descriptions is 

primarily another external method of characterization, 

a process of revelation of the inner man which doesn't 

require direct statement of psychological analysis. 

In JenatschJMeyerts frequent mention of Lucretiats 

dark eyes, her leitmotiv , suggests her contradictory, 

enigmatic personality as well as her physical appearance 

and thus makes her peculiar emotional reaction to 5enatsch, 

her love and hate for him, seem more credible. Her dark 

eyes are mentioned when she first appears in the novel (p. 

in a description of her as a very young girl (p. 11), and 

when she pleads to Duke Rohan for permission to return to 

6), 



her nat i ve country (p. 114)0 

Similarly, Jenatschts fiery eyes are mentioned 

severa l times i n the novel (pp. 84, 85, 96, 136), but this 

is not his only leitmotiv. His superior physical strength 

and ot her her oic qualities are also suggested by his scarlet 

cloak or feathered hat (pp. 85, 164, 216). 

In Der Heilige , Becket has two important leitmotivs, 

his pallid complexion (pp. 327, 352, 369, 399, 425) which 

earns him the appellation of "der Blasse" (p. 327), and his 

"sad smile" (p. 405) which appears even on his recumbent 

statue. Hans emphasizes the fact that Becketts smile was 

so characteristic of him in l ife that it was remembered 

after he was dead: 

Ein sttchsicher Steinmetz hatte ihn [Becket] 
abgebildet, auf seiner Gruft liegend, die 
Httnde ttber der Brust gekreuzt, still l§chelnd. 
Nicht des Mannes Kunst, aber die !hnlichkeit 
des Bildes war gross; denn er hatte sich den 
Primas bei des sen Lebzei ten wohl eingeprtt·gt 
und sich seines Antlitzes be~chtigt (p. 422). 

In Plautus1 Gertrud's leitmotivs are her blond hair and blue 

eyes, characteristics which both describe her and suggest 

t he fact that she is a representative of the Germanic 

cultur e. Both Hans (p. 135) and Poggio mention her 

nblonden Flechten" (p. 139), and when the latter suggests 

she stumble while attempting to carry the huge cross, 

11 da loderten ihre blauen Augen," he notes (p. 143)0 

Diana's leitmotiv in Hochzeit is likewise her blond 

hair which is mentioned in almost every scene in which she 

appears. When the boat of the bridal party overturns in 

;he Brenta, the monk (Astorre) notices her and saves her 
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life when he sees in the water "eine Fttlle blonden Haares 11 

(p. 288). Her hair is also mentioned in the scene at 

Vicedomipi's palace when Astor re reports to his father 

t he death of his son and grandsons : 

Diana ••• kniete sich auf der andern Seite des 
Sessels nieder ••• , das Haupt auf die Lehne . 
legend, so da·ss nur der Knoten ihres blonden 
Haares wie ein lebloser Gegens t and sichtbar blieb 
(p. 297). 

When Astorre finally agrees to marry Diana at his fatherts 

insistence, the dying man uer r iff mi t tastender Hand den 

·blonderi Schopf Diana s ••• " (p. 304). 

CONCLUSION 

In this rather lengthy discussion of Conrad Ferdinand 

Meyer's descriptive technique I have attempted to show, 

first, by means of frequent references to the Swiss poet's 

works, that he was a very careful, self-conscious artist. 

102 

This, plus the fact that Meyer was striving for a granil ·stJ~le a nd 

had set for himself the -artistic goal of revealing the 

character and emotions o1 his fictional personalities 

by exterior description, accounts for the extraordirary 

importance of setting and character description in his 

art. As I have pointed out, the Swiss writer's effort 

to depict his figures and settings in a grand manner led 

him to a descriptive technique which is sometimes 

characterized by affectation and mannerism, but, apparently, 

this is one of the risks in creating that which is striking 

and unusual. The principal fault of his peculiar art comes 



of the fact that, in the portraying of the grand, elegant 

and heroic , he occa~ional ly lapsed into the grandiose, 

pretentious and arti fi cial. However, it is better, I 

believe, that Meyer should have attempted much, and 

failed in matters of relative unimportance, than to have 

attempted and accomplished les s. 
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